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Abstract
Micron-resolution particle image velocimetry (micro-PIV) is a technique developed for
measuring flow fields in microfluidic systems. The technique utilizes the motion of tracer
particles, acquired from consecutive image frames recorded by a camera, to obtain two
dimensional velocity vector fields with high spatial resolution. The success of micro total
analysis systems (µTAS) depends on a proper understanding of the flow behavior inside
these systems. Therefore, flow characterization methods play an important role in the
development of microfluidic devices.
The aim of this thesis was to explore new improvements and developments of the
micro-PIV technique itself, and furthermore, to apply the technique for relevant and novel
investigations. This task has been tackled with an open-minded curiosity, and several
different aspects of the measurement technique have been considered. This report describes
the most important results, namely: (1) Investigations on micro-PIV with light emitting
diode (LED) illumination. Different illumination strategies were examined, resulting in a
novel front-lit configuration. Through various improvements, recordings with illumination
pulse lengths down to 1 µs were feasible, which is more than a factor 10 shorter than
what has been demonstrated in previous studies. The light source is typically the most
expensive component in a micro-PIV setup, and therefore, the development of a low cost
LED illumination system has increased the accessibility of the technique. (2) Examination
of resonant patterns in acoustically actuated microdevices using full-image micro-PIV. An
investigation approach was developed through which both acoustic radiation forces and
acoustic streaming could be measured qualitatively. These experimental results were also
compared with, and supported by, numerical solutions. Several different microdevices were
investigated, and in particular important findings were made on the formation of acoustic
resonances in straight separation channels. (3) A novel stereoscopic micro-PIV realization,
using mm-sized mirror introduced in front of the microscope objective was developed
and validated experimentally. The advantage with this system, compared to alternative
stereoscopic micro-PIV realizations, is that it provides a high level of adaptability.
The overall goal of this project has been to popularize and contribute to the develop-
ment of the micro-PIV technique.
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Resume´
Particle image velocimetry med mikrometer opløsning (mikro-PIV) er en teknik, som
er udviklet til at ma˚le flowlinier i mikrofluide systemer. Denne teknik benytter sig af
bevægelsen af tracer partikler, optaget med et kamera, til at danne et to-dimensionelt
vektorhastighedsbillede med høj rumlig opløsning. En succesfuld udvikling af mikroanal-
ysesystemer (µTAS) afhænger af en god forst˚aelse for hvordan væske bevæger sig i disse
systemer. Derfor spiller flow karakteriseringsmetoder, som denne en vigtig rolle.
Ma˚let med denne afhandling har været at udvikle og undersøge mikro-PIV teknikken
og at finde nye relevante anvendelsesomr˚ader. Denne opgave er blevet grebet an med
nysgerrighed og et a˚bent sind og adskillige aspekter af ma˚leteknikken er blevet undersøgt.
Rapporten indeholder de vigtigste resultater, som er: (1) Undersøgelse af mikro-PIV med
lysdiode (LED) illuminering. Forskellige lysindfaldsstrategier er blevet undersøgt, hvilket
har resulteret i en ny forsidebelysningskonfiguration. Systemet er blevet optimeret til at
kunne ma˚le eksitationspulser ned til 1 µs, hvilket er mere end en størrelsesorden kortere
end en hvad der har været demonstreret i tidligere studier. Lyskilden er typisk den dyreste
komponent i et mikro-PIV setup. Derfor kan udviklingen af et billigt LED baseret system
væsentligt øge udbredelsen af denne teknik. (2) Undersøgelse af resonansmønstre i akustisk
aktuerede mikrokanaler ved brug af mikro-PIV. Herved kunne b˚ade acoustic radiation
kræfter og acoustic streaming ma˚les kvalitativt. Disse eksperimentelle resultater blev ogs˚a
sammenlignet og understøttet af numeriske beregninger. Adskillige slags mikrosystemer
blev undersøgt og en af de vigtigste opdagelser var formation af akustiske resonansmønstre
i lige kanaler. (3) Et nyt stereoskopisk mikro-PIV system, som benytter spejle p˚a et par
mm, mellem chip og mikroskop objektiv, er blevet udviklet og undersøgt eksperimentelt.
Fordelen ved dette setup sammenlignet med alternative stereo mikro-PIV systemer er at
det er meget let at tilpasse til forskellige typer eksperimenter.
Det overordnede ma˚l med dette projekt har været at øge anvendelsesmulighederne for
mikro-PIV og bidrage til den videre udvikling af denne spændende teknik.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 PIV – introduction
Particle image velocimetry (PIV) is a particle based flow visualization method, through
which whole field velocity information can be obtained. The term PIV dates back to the
mid 80’s [1], and for a historical overview, the reader is recommended the review paper by
Adrian [2]. Furthermore, the book Particle image velocimetry - a practical guide by Raffel
et al. [3] (second edition released in 2007), provides an overview of the particle image
velocimetry technique. I have only had the opportunity to evaluate the first edition of
the book from 1998 [4], which also works well as an introduction to the technique, albeit
parts of it are today mainly of historical interest. There is also another more recent book
on PIV from the same research group [5].
In the following, a brief overview of the concepts of PIV relevant for the understanding
of this thesis are presented. Even though my ambition is to strive for correctness, some
simplified descriptions are used, where too much detail would unnecessarily muddle and
complicate the understanding of the most important features. For instance, with respect
to PIV recording techniques, only double frame/single exposure will be discussed.
1.2 PIV – working principle
In particle image velocimetry, tracer particles are used to obtain velocity information of
a flow field. Depending on the application, different particles can be used, where the
important feature of the tracers is that they move with the flow medium, rather than in
the same. The measurement procedure is to make consecutive recordings (typically in sets
of two image frames) of the seeding particles, with a time separation ∆t in between. The
velocity information can be obtained if the displacement of particles between consecutive
recordings can be identified, since the length-scale of the system under investigation readily
can be measured, and ∆t is set by the user. Instead of identifying the displacement of
individual particles, in PIV the image field is divided into interrogation regions of a certain
size, and the displacement of all the particles within an interrogation region are considered.
The basic principle of this procedure is illustrated in Fig. 1.1.
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Temporal separation, ∆t
Correlation
Velocity vector field
Figure 1.1: The basic principle of PIV analysis. Two image frames are recorded with a time
separation ∆t. The image frames are divided into interrogation regions, as indicated by the grid.
One velocity vector is obtained for each interrogation region by correlation of the image frames.
The result is a velocity vector field, as shown on the right of the figure.
More precisely, the displacement is found through cross-correlation of the images
frames [4]:
Φ(x, y) =
K∑
i=1
L∑
j=1
I(i, j)I ′(i+ x, j + y). (1.1)
I and I ′ are the image intensity values (gray values) for the two images frames, where
i and j indicate the pixel position. Φ(x, y) is thus a measure of the similarity of the two
interrogation regions (of size K × L) for a displacement with respect to each other (x, y),
where (0, 0) corresponds to no displacement. By calculating Φ for a range of displacements
(x, y), a cross-correlation plane is formed, where the highest value (or peak) in this plane
indicates the displacement of the particles.
For reference, it should be mentioned that the approach to identify the displacement
of individual particles is also widely used. This method, denoted particle tracking ve-
locimetry (PTV) [6], is sometimes described as a sub-technique of PIV. One requirement
in “pure” PTV is that the displacement of the tracer particles between the recorded image
frames needs to be smaller than the distance between the individual particles [7]. If this
criterion is not fulfilled, it is not possible to separate the different particles from each
other. Naturally, this requirement poses a limitation to the resolution of particle tracking
velocimetry. However, as described by Keane et al. [6], if an estimate is first obtained by
PIV analysis, it is thereafter possible to perform PTV with high spatial resolution.
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1.3 Micro-PIV
Micron-resolution particle image velocimetry (micro-PIV) is essentially PIV analysis per-
formed on micro-systems with a spatial resolution of the velocity measurements in the
order of 1–10 microns [8]. Most of the equipment required for micro-PIV is common to
that of a standard PIV setup. This includes: a camera (typically of CCD or CMOS
type), a personal computer with software to handle the recording as well as to perform
post processing of the images, and a light source (continuous or pulsed, typically a laser).
However, in several ways micro-PIV differs from standard PIV, both in how the equipment
is applied, and because certain physical phenomena are more pronounced in systems of
these length scales.
First of all, in standard PIV the tracer particles are typically illuminated by a narrow
laser light-sheet. The particles outside of this light-sheet are not illuminated, and thus,
the measurement volume is well defined. In micro-PIV, however, physical and practical
limitations prevent the creation of a light sheet within a device, and therefore so called
volume illumination is typically applied [9]. The measurement depth is instead defined
by the depth of focus of the microscope objective, but also other factors, such as the size
of the tracer particles and the emission wavelength [10]. Volume illumination is a most
important concept in micro-PIV, as it imposes limitations to both the accuracy and the
applicability of the technique.
Secondly, the flow behavior in small scale systems is typically of laminar nature, equiv-
alent to low Reynolds numbers (no turbulent effects). This implies that averaging over a
series of consecutively recorded image sets often can be applied in micro-PIV analysis, as
a means of increasing the measurement accuracy and resolution. This specific feature has
also been demonstrated and utilized in several publications, for instance in the work by
Meinhart et al. [11].
Other features, specific for micro-PIV, include the influence of Brownian motion [12,
13]. Brownian motion is especially important for small particles and short time intervals
∆t. However, by averaging over several particles (as is the case within an interrogation
region) and over several sets of recordings (as discussed above) the error due to Brownian
motion can be reduced substantially.
For further reading, in [14] there is a chapter on micro-PIV written by Wereley and
Meinhart, which at the time of writing is also available to download from the net. The
previously mentioned book [3] also features material on micro-PIV in particular.
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1.4 Outline of the thesis
• Chap. 2: Micro-PIV with LED illumination
The way in which the illumination is applied in micro-PIV (microscope volume illu-
mination) has an influence on the desired and required features of the light source.
About a third of the PhD project was spent investigating low-cost illumination
sources for micro-PIV. In particular, light emitting diode (LED) systems were stud-
ied. The most important outcome of this work was the realization of a front-lit
configuration, which has substantially increased the applicability of micro-PIV with
LED illumination. The main results from this study were summarized in the paper
Investigations on LED illumination for micro-PIV including a novel front-lit config-
uration [15], as included in this chapter. Not least was the progress made within this
area important for the continuation of my PhD project, where LED illumination has
been used extensively.
• Chap. 3: Additional material on micro-PIV with LED illumination
In this chapter additional material on micro-PIV with LED illumination is presented.
The first part of the chapter provides a more in depth description of the light emitting
diodes and the different illumination approaches and configurations that were used in
this study. This include characterizations of LED pulse lengths and optical output,
optimizations of LED power and a presentation of various LED products. The
second part of the chapter elaborates on the topic of recording in scattered mode
versus recording in fluorescent mode. Examples are provided of both, differences
and common features between the two recording modes.
• Chap. 4: Investigations of acoustic phenomena using micro-PIV
Acoustic forces can be utilized for several lab-on-a-chip applications, including ba-
sic functionalities such as pumping, separation, sorting, cleaning and mixing. The
second major part of the PhD study has featured investigations of different acousti-
cally actuated microfluidic devices. This chapter includes the paper Acoustic reso-
nances in microfluidic chips: full-image micro-PIV experiments and numerical sim-
ulations [16], which provides an introduction to the topic and describes the method
that was developed for investigation of these phenomena.
• Chap. 5: Micro-PIV investigations of acoustic microdevices
The first part of this chapter is based on the paper Acoustic resonances in straight
micro-channels: Beyond the 1D-approximation [17]. Here, the investigation scheme
presented in [16] is applied for the examination of an acoustic separator, which
makes it a logical continuation to that previous study. The second part of the
chapter presents various examples comprising additional findings about both the
acoustic effects in micrometer-scale systems, and the measurement approach which
has been applied to investigate the same. These examples are included with the
ambition to further broaden the understanding of acoustic devices, and emphasizing
the knowledge about these systems, which has been obtained during the course of
this PhD project.
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• Chap. 6: Stereoscopic micro-PIV
The third major part of the PhD study was devoted to stereoscopic micro-PIV.
In this project, a novel approach for simultaneous recording of images of the same
flow field from two separate views was investigated. This chapter is based on the
paper A compact viewing configuration for stereoscopic micro-PIV utilizing mm-sized
mirrors [18], which summarizes the final outcome of these efforts.
• Chap. 7: Additional material on stereoscopic micro-PIV
This chapter describes some of the underlaying work that led to the stereoscopic
realization presented in Chap. 6. This includes a presentation of earlier prototypes,
details on the design process, and more information on the experimental arrange-
ments. Finally, suggestions on further developments of the stereoscopic micro-PIV
configuration presented in this study are provided.
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1. Investigations on LED illumination for micro-PIV including a novel
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Experiments in Fluids, 2008, 44, 211–219.
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Lab on a Chip, 2008, 8, 1178–1184.
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Experiments in Fluids, 2008, 45, 1015–1021.
5. Spatial confinement of ultrasonic force fields in microfluidic channels
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1name hereafter changed to Hagsa¨ter
Chapter 2
Micro-PIV with LED illumination
2.1 Introduction
The first part of the PhD project was a feasibility study of micro-PIV using LED illu-
mination. This topic has been subject to little attention in previous work on micro-PIV,
and the author is only familiar with one previous pulsed LED-system for this application,
namely the Micro-Strobe from Dantec Dynamics. Compared to that system, major im-
provements have been made, both with respect to the applicability and the performance.
In the following paper [15], presented in Sec. 2.2, the main findings of this study are
described. Additional material is provided in Chap. 3.
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Investigations on LED illumination for micro-PIV
including a novel front-lit configuration
S. M. Hagsa¨ter1, C. H. Westergaard2, H. Bruus1, and J. P. Kutter1
1MIC – Department of Micro- and Nanotechnology, DTU Bldg. 345 east, Technical
University of Denmark, DK-2800 Kgs. Lyngby, Denmark
2Vestas Wind Systems A/S, Frederiksborgvej 399, 4000 Roskilde, Denmark
In this study, we provide a general investigation on micro-PIV with LED illumina-
tion. A number of improvements over previous LED-based systems are suggested,
in particular, we present a novel front-lit configuration. As a demonstration of
its versatility we have used this front-lit configuration to perform micro-PIV
measurements around a 50 µm squared pillar in a micro-channel with rectangu-
lar cross section, in both fluorescent mode and scattered mode. A comparison
between the two modes is supplied, showing very good agreement between the
respective velocity field results.
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2.2.1 Introduction
Micro-PIV is a technique developed for measuring flow fields in microfluidic systems [8].
In a typical particle image velocimetry (PIV) experiment, a light sheet formed by a laser is
used to illuminate only a section of the flow, where the thickness of the light sheet is smaller
than the depth of focus of the image recording system. In most cases, this approach is
impractical for micro-PIV, and instead so-called volume illumination is applied [9]. Here,
the whole volume of the flow is illuminated, and now the depth of focus of the microscope
objective defines the measurement region.
Dual cavity lasers, capable of delivering more than 10 mJ at pulse lengths typically in
the range of 10–100 ns, originally developed for PIV, are also excellent for use in micro-
PIV. However, for most microfluidic investigations the full capacity of these lasers is not
utilized. Continuous light sources, such as arc lamps or CW-lasers, can also be used for
volume illumination. Their applicability is highly dependant on the type of recording
camera, but without the use of a shutter they are generally limited to low velocity flows.
In this article, we will show that light emitting diodes (LEDs) are well suited for
micro-PIV, and a new, more versatile illumination configuration will be introduced. PIV
with LED illumination is little described in the literature. Estevadeordal and Goss have
demonstrated LED illumination PIV with shadows of particles in air-flow [19]. They also
demonstrated measurements in pulse mode and supplied a discussion on some general
considerations for PIV with LEDs. Che´telat and Kim presented a MPIV (miniature PIV)
system with LED illumination, also including a discussion on alternative illumination
variants [20].
Since the experimental conditions in micro-PIV are considerably different to those in
larger scale PIV, a separate investigation and description of LED illumination for micro-
PIV is appropriate. There are a few previous micro-PIV studies where LEDs have been
used as illumination sources, for example in the work of Singh et al. and Bitsch et al. [21,
22]. However, these articles did not consider specific aspects of the LED illumination
configurations.
Compared to a standard PIV laser system, a LED system has several advantages:
small size, adaptability to different fluorescent dyes (a range of wavelengths are available),
incoherent light (no speckle or interference phenomena), freely adjustable pulse length and
repetition rate, low energy consumption and very low cost. The main disadvantages are
the lower light intensity, the broad wavelength spectrum and a broad spatial radiation
pattern. Some of these problems can be dealt with by adjustments in the setup, as will be
described in more detail below. With the ongoing developments in camera sensitivity as
well as LED power, micro-PIV with LED illumination is poised to become a very promising
and strong alternative to conventional laser-based systems. As a LED light source provides
full freedom in terms of setting pulse lengths and repetition rates, our configuration is not
limited to a specific type of application or camera, and it can also be used for other tasks
where stroboscopic illumination in microscopy is required [23].
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2.2.2 Illumination configurations and contrasting method
When applying LED illumination for micro-PIV analysis, both the illumination configura-
tion and the contrasting method need to be chosen according to the optical and material
properties of the sample under investigation. In this context, contrast is denoted as the
ability to distinguish seeding particles from the background. By use of epi-fluorescent
microscopy, with a barrier filter used to remove excitation light, emitted light from fluo-
rescent particles on a dark background can be recorded. Realizations for micro-PIV using
pulsed lasers, CW lasers and white light illumination are common. Obviously, these light
sources are quite different in performance, and the excitation light source needs to be cho-
sen in accordance with the requirements of the application. However, with respect to the
measured signal the type of light source is relatively unimportant, since it is only used to
excite the fluorescent dye embedded in the particles. If fluorescence is not used, contrast
can be achieved by either strong scattering of light from particles on dark background, or
by weak scattering of light from particles on a bright background of light coming from the
backside, either directly or by reflection.
In this paper, we will demonstrate LED illumination applied for recordings of both
fluorescent and scattered light, and moreover, supply a comparison between the two.
Principal configurations
In Fig. 2.1 the four principal micro-PIV illumination configurations studied in this work are
presented: (a) front-lit configuration, (b) back-lit configuration and (c) and (d) two side-lit
configurations. To get a better understanding of the illumination constraints specific to
micro-PIV, these configurations should be compared with the description of illumination
variants for the miniature PIV system, as supplied by Che´telat and Kim [20].
Optical access is often limited when working with microfluidics. Fluidic connections,
reservoirs and auxiliary equipments can clutter the workspace around the sample or chip.
In all configurations 2.1(b–d) the positioning of the LEDs further limits this workspace.
It is, therefore, preferable to work in front-lit mode, where the light from the illumination
source is guided through the microscope, and it is in fact the most common choice in micro-
PIV when a laser is used. In Fig. 2.1(a) such a configuration with a LED is presented.
The light from the LED is reflected by the mirror in the filter cube of the microscope
and is then focused by the objective onto the sample volume. This method, with LED
illumination presented for the first time here, will be referred to as front-lit configuration
and will be explained in more detail in Sec. 2.2.2 – Novel front-lit configuration.
In Fig. 2.1(b) a back-lit configuration, as presented by Bitsch et al. [22], is shown.
In their system, a single high power LED (Lumileds Luxeon Star, 1W) was used, placed
behind a frosted glass plate to diffuse the light, in close proximity to the backside of
the sample. Clearly, this configuration has a limitation in that it can only be used for
transparent samples. The usability is further limited by the fact that the illuminator
needs to be realigned if the sample, or the illuminator, is moved. However, with simple
adaptations this setup can be improved, as will be explained in Sec. 2.2.2 – Improved
back-lit configuration.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 2.1: (a) Front-lit illumination with a reflector behind the substrate. Note that the figure
shows a simplification of the positions of the mirror and the LED. (b) Back-lit illumination. (c)
Side illumination from objective side. (d) Side illumination from backside of substrate.
In micro-PIV, it is generally physically not possible to apply side illumination perpen-
dicular to the viewing angle of the microscope objective. Instead, side illumination will
either be applied from the backside or the front side of the sample as shown in Figs. 2.1(c)
and (d), respectively. A system as shown in Fig. 2.1(c), with a ring of 24 LEDs, has been
demonstrated by Singh et al. [21], and is also utilized in the LabSmith SVM340 video
microscope [24]. One drawback with this method is that the light distribution to the
investigation volume decreases drastically for higher magnification objectives with shorter
working distances, as the diodes then need to be placed at a small angle with respect
to the object plane. Another drawback is that in order to achieve an even illumination
with side illumination, several diodes, which need to be aligned around the objective, are
required. For low magnification, long working distance objectives, and for special applica-
tions, side-illumination can still be advantageous, but in this study it is not investigated
further.
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Novel front-lit configuration
In the front-lit configuration the LED is coupled to the microscope using the optical
pathway of a standard epi-fluorescent microscope. In this way, a more rigid system is
obtained, as the light source does not need to be realigned every time the substrate under
investigation is moved or the microscope objective is exchanged. Moreover, the workspace
around the sample or chip is not further limited in this configuration.
The light from a LED is not collimated, but is spreading at a relatively large angle, and
consequently the luminous flux diminishes rapidly with increasing distance from the light
source [25]. This causes a problem in the front-lit configuration, where the LED needs
to be placed relatively far away from the microfluidic system. Moreover, the radiation
pattern is typically Lambertian, with a very strong central intensity.
If a LED is placed directly behind the rear lamp house port of an epi-fluorescent
microscope, the LED will only illuminate a limited part of the field of view. In order
to achieve a more uniform light distribution, expander optics are required, and in this
study we have used a fiber adapter. With this solution a larger fraction of the light can be
utilized, but if the LED is not aligned accurately, the setup will still produce a curved light
intensity distribution over the field of investigation. For the experiments in this study the
LED was mounted on a xyz optical stage, which allowed the LED to be fine-positioned
while light intensity and distribution were observed by the camera. One way to achieve a
flat illumination distribution is by putting a diffuser into the beam path. However, this
causes an overall decrease of the illumination intensity over the entire field, and is therefore
not recommended.
In the front-lit configuration, you can readily switch between recording fluorescent and
scattered light, by exchanging the microscope filter cube. The two filter cubes used in this
study are described in Fig. 2.2. It should be noted that the illumination intensity with the
bright field filter cube inserted is not the same as when the I3 filter cube is inserted. This
is due to the fact that in the first case, the mirror in the filter cube is a 50–50 beam splitter
(half of the light is transmitted and half is reflected), whereas in the second case the mirror
is dichroic (reflection or transmission depending on wavelength of incident light).
In the case of scattered light measurements, the most important factor that deter-
mines the contrast between the seeding particles and the background is the light reflecting
properties of the substrate. This is true both in the situation with extinction of light
(background will be even brighter with a more reflective substrate), and in the situation
with scattering of light (backward scatter is much weaker than forward scatter). For
transparent samples, when the front-lit configuration is preferred over the back-lit config-
uration, a mirror placed behind the chip can be used as a reflector. This has been shown
to be a practical approach (see Sec. 2.2.4). With an upright microscope this can be readily
achieved by affixing a mirror to the optical stage of the microscope. If the substrate is a
naturally non-transparent reflector, such as silicon, the bottom of the microfluidic device
itself functions as a mirror. However, if a flow close to a reflecting boundary is to be
inspected, it should be remembered that the images of reflected particles can contribute
to the correlation.
In the case of fluorescent light measurements, the fluorescent signal depends on the level
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Figure 2.2: A sketch of a microscope filter cube. The I3 filter cube has a band pass excitation
filter, 450–490 nm, a dichroic mirror, 510 nm, and a long pass emission filter, 515 nm. The bright
field, BF, filter cube has no excitation or emission filter, and it has a 50–50 beam splitter instead
of a dichroic mirror.
of light exposure of the particles. Moreover, the type of fluorescent dye and the amount
of dye per particle is of major importance in determining the achievable contrast. Micro-
PIV in fluorescent mode is a standard method, and it has been described in numerous
publications (e.g., Santiago et al.) [8].
Improved back-lit configuration
The drawbacks of the back-lit configuration as used in previous studies [22] are that
transparent samples are required, and that the illumination source needs to be placed
close to the backside of the microfluidic device. This requirement limits the workspace
around the chip, because fluidic connections, reservoirs, and other equipment clutter the
region in which the LED needs to be placed. The way the chip is cramped in between
the microscope objective and the light source also makes the setup vulnerable, and if
the chip is moved, or replaced, it is likely that the alignment of the light source needs
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to be re-adjusted. Regarding the first requirement, i.e., a transparent sample, this can
obviously not be relaxed. However, with the use of optics it is possible to get around
the problem with the proximity of the light source. In this study, a low-cost plastic lens,
specially designed for Luxeon diodes, was chosen. With such a lens, which focuses the
light, the diode can be moved much further away from the chip, while still achieving a
high light intensity and a relatively flat intensity profile over the whole illuminated region.
In comparison with the close proximity setup, this setup can therefore be used in a larger
number of applications, is easier to align and much less sensitive to disturbances.
Additionally, if recordings of fluorescent light are to be made, an excitation filter needs
to be fitted between the LED and the sample. This was not attempted in this study; here,
the back-lit configuration was only used for recordings of scattered light.
2.2.3 Materials and methods
Experimental setup
Images were recorded with a HiSense MkII progressive scan interline CCD camera (Dan-
tec Dynamics), mounted with a 0.63× TV-adapter on an epi-fluorescent microscope (Leica
DMLB). Objectives used were: N Plan 10×, N Plan L 20× and PL Fluotar L 63× with
numerical apertures (NA) of 0.25, 0.40 and 0.70, respectively. In the front-lit configura-
tion, a blue LED (Lumileds Luxeon K2) was aligned with a xyz optical stage to a fiber
adapter with expander optics mounted on the rear lamp port of the microscope. The filter
cubes inserted into the optical path were bright field, BF, and I3 (Leica) for recordings in
scattered mode and fluorescent mode, respectively (see Fig. 2.2). In the improved back-lit
configuration, on the other hand, the LED was placed below the substrate, and a plastic
focusing lens (Carclo-Optics, 20 mm fiber coupling optic) was used.
The LED was powered by an in-house built power supply and controlled by a PIV
timing system (Dantec Dynamics). If the diode is set to emit light for very short pulse
durations, a much higher power than what would be possible for continuous illumination
can be used. In the experiments described in this paper, a power supply designed to
deliver a power of 26.4 W over the diode was used.
Image acquisition was performed on a PC with Flowmanager software (Dantec Dy-
namics). A small planar mirror was used for some of the measurements in the front-lit
configuration. For reference, green fluorescent polystyrene particles (1 µm diameter, Duke
Scientific) were used in all experiments, even though the fluorescent signal was not distin-
guishable when the bright field filter cube was inserted. For the contrast measurements,
particles adhering to the coverslips of glass slides were used, similar to what was described
by Meinhart et al. [9]. For the micro-PIV comparison the flow around a 50 µm squared
pillar in a 400 µm wide and 200 µm deep microfluidic channel, fabricated in silicon via
deep reactive ion etching (DRIE), was measured. Anodic bonding was used to seal the
structure with a 500 µm thick pyrex glass lid on the channel side. A sketch of the whole
system with the LED mounted for front-lit illumination, can be seen in Fig. 2.3.
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Figure 2.3: The micro-PIV setup used in the experiments. The LED is positioned as used in the
front-lit configuration. Light pulses are synchronized individually with the camera. The camera is
running in PIV mode, separating images into image pairs.
Optical power and contrast
The different ways in which contrast between the particles and the background can be
enhanced, were described in Sec. 2.2.2. Independent of the method used, the contrast, or
image quantization (i.e., bits/pixel), is dependant on the level of illumination. As shown
by Willert [26], the image quantization has only a minor influence on the measurement
uncertainty in PIV, and an increase from 4 to 8 bits/pixel has hardly any influence on
the measurement accuracy. This result is intriguing when comparing LEDs with lasers,
because the former delivers considerably less light during short pulse lengths (tp). If
time averaging is used, even lower quantization levels are sufficient [11]. On the other
hand, for super-resolution PIV and particle tracking velocimetry (PTV), larger contrast
is beneficial [6].
It should be noted that the usable power can differ immensely between different batches
of diodes, and even within diodes from the same batch. This has been shown by Benavides
and Webb [27], who have characterized Luxeon diodes. In this study, the primary interest
was to compare the illumination properties between different substrates and configurations,
and not between different diodes. Therefore, the same diode was used for all measurements
presented in this article. The rise time for Luxeon diodes is less than 100 ns, so a pulse
length down to 1 µs, which was the shortest one used in this study, is feasible [25]. This
has previously been shown by other groups [19, 27].
Even when the diode is properly aligned and is given sufficient power, the limitations
for using LED illumination still depend to a large extent on the properties of the sample
under investigation, the particle density, the properties of the tracer particles, the recording
system/camera, the applied recording technique, and the requirements on measurement
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accuracy. Therefore, highly specific limitations for LED illumination in micro-PIV cannot
be given. However, if applied correctly, LED illumination can undoubtedly represent an
alternative to other illumination sources for many applications, as evidenced by the results
presented below. A guiding comparison between different light sources (calculated for a
thin reflecting device under idealized conditions), can be found in Table 2.1. The numbers
are given for a highly sensitive CCD camera, with a pixel size of 7×7 µm2. Maximum
velocities are calculated for a maximum particle displacement of 1 pixel during exposure,
avoiding motion blur.
Table 2.1: Comparison between different light sources, where “Min tp” is the pulse length limi-
tation of the light source, and L. E. R. “Light exposure required” is the minimum exposure time
required by the camera (HiSense MkII).
Light source Min tp L. E. R. Vmax 10× Vmax 63×
Laser, Nd:YAG, flash lamp ∼10 ns ∼10 ns 70 m/s 11 m/s
High power LED (scatter) ∼100 ns >1 µs 0.7 m/s 0.11 m/s
Normal power LED (scatter) ∼100 ns >20 µs 35 mm/s 5.6 mm/s
Lamp with mechanical shutter ∼5 ms <1 ms 140 µm/s 22 µm/s
Lamp with video camera 25 msa – 28 µm/s 4.4 µm/s
Vmax is calculated for 10× and 63× magnification using 1 µm particles, and is calculated
from the limiting factor of the system (Min tp or Light exposure required)
aVideo interframe time
2.2.4 Results
In Fig. 2.4, normalized spectral light distributions measured below the microscope objec-
tive and behind the camera adapter are shown. By comparing spectra (a) and (b) it is
seen that the I3 filter cube excitation filter effectively blocks the light from the diode above
500 nm, and thus the camera will only record a fluorescent signal.
The fluorescent particles used in this study have their peak emission wavelength at
508 nm, with a Stokes shift of 40 nm, which is a typical value for fluorescent particles.
Nonetheless, a large portion of the emitted light is lost in the I3 filter cube, which is seen
by subtracting spectrum (b) from spectrum (c) and comparing the result with spectrum
(d). This loss is not an effect from LED illumination in particular, and the same loss is
to be expected if a laser is used as excitation source. However, since the optical power is
a limiting factor in the case of LED illumination, and typically not so in the case of laser
illumination, it would be interesting to explore how much of the emitted light could be
collected by using customized filter cubes and particles.
Figure 2.5 shows two images of particles adhered to the cover slip of a glass slide,
recorded with a 10× and a 63× magnification objective, respectively. From a range of
such images, while using different objectives (10×, 20× and 63×) and pulse lengths (from
1 to 100 µs with the bright field filter cube, and from 50 µs to 2 ms with the I3 filter
cube), quantization levels of particles for each combination were estimated manually. The
results from these measurements are shown in Fig. 2.6. Three different substrates were
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Figure 2.4: Normalized spectra of scattered light from a mirror placed below the microscope
objective with (a), bright field filter cube inserted, and (b), I3 filter cube inserted. In (c) and (d), a
drop containing fluorescent particles is placed underneath the microscope objective. Spectrum (c)
is recorded with the spectrometer placed in close proximity to the side of the microscope objective
(same as in (a) and (b)), whereas (d) is recorded with the spectrometer placed after the emission
filter (in the position of the camera). Since spectra (b) and (d) have no overlap, it can be concluded
that spectrum (d) is composed of fluorescent signal only.
investigated in the front-lit configuration: cover slips on glass slides with no reflector, cover
slips on glass slides placed on a mirror, and cover slips placed directly on a silicon substrate,
i.e., a diced silicon wafer. Moreover, the transparent sample was also measured with the
three objectives in the improved back-lit configuration. However, in this configuration no
fluorescent measurements were attempted.
As can be seen, for the front-lit configuration measurements on scattered light, the
contrast (as expressed by the quantization levels, QL) decreases with increasing magni-
fication of the objective (Figs. 2.6(a–c)). However, for scattered light measurements the
substrate material is the most important factor. With the 10× and the 20× magnification
objectives and transparent samples, a 20 times longer pulse length is required to obtain
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.5: Images of 1 µm particles adhering to the coverslip of a glass slide recorded with (a)
a 10× objective and (b) a 63× objective. For these particular recordings a mirror was used as
reflector. The grid is shown for 32×32 pixels.
the same contrast as when a mirror is used as back reflector. For the transparent samples
without a reflector, a tp of more than 100 µs was needed with the 63× objective in order
to get at least QL = 4, and these values are therefore not included in the figure.
Typically, a much longer pulse length is required to obtain the same contrast when
fluorescent light is recorded, compared to when scattered light is recorded (Fig. 2.6, open
symbols compared to filled symbols). However, fluorescent measurements are highly de-
pendant on the nature and size of the particles used. As the 63× magnification objective
has a significantly shorter focal length then the two other objectives, the thickness of the
substrate layer plays a most important role in this case. Therefore, the measurements in
Fig. 2.6(c) are highly specific for the investigated substrates in this study. It should also be
considered that for micro-PIV measurements, the optimal size of the tracer particles, with
respect to the measurement uncertainty, depends on the microscope magnification [4]. In
this study, however, the same 1 µm particles were used in all of the measurements.
In these experiments we used the Dantec HiSense MKII camera with the Sony150ER
CCD sensor, having a dynamic range of 1:1800 at a peak quantum efficiency of 70%. In
practical PIV terms this camera performs quite similar to the PCO SensiCam QE with
the Sony ICX265 CCD having a dynamic range of 1:3000 at a peak quantum efficiency of
62%. These are both about twice as effective as the previous camera generation based on
the ICX061 CCDs with a dynamic range of ∼1:1000 and a quantum efficiency of ∼50%.
Compared to the newer and current camera generations based on the Kodak KAI series
CCDs having a typical dynamic range of ∼1:1200 and a quantum efficiency of ∼55%,
the newer cameras are approximately 1.5 times less efficient than the one used in this
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Figure 2.6: Quantization levels (QL) for particle images with (a) a 10× objective, (b) a 20×
objective and (c) a 63× objective in the front-lit and back-lit configurations. Note that the y-axis
increments are not linear but represent a log2 scale.
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study. Note that the quantum efficiency and dynamic range are sufficient numbers when
comparing similar sensors, but one has to be careful not to extrapolate these numbers to
other types of cameras/sensors without considering all details of the specifications.
In the last experiment, LED illuminated micro-PIV was used to measure flow velocity
around a square pillar, 50 µm on the side, positioned in the middle of a micro-channel,
400 µmwide and 200 µm deep, fabricated in silicon. The flow was driven by a syringe pump
(Harvard), with the flow rate set at 0.2 ml/h, and PVC tubes were used as connections to
the microdevice. The flow was seeded with 1 µm polystyrene particles, diluted in water
to a concentration of 0.25%. In these measurements, the 0.63× TV-adapter and the 63×
microscope objective were used, providing a field of view of 218×166 µm. The flow of
particles was recorded at a depth of ∼45 µm, both in scattered and fluorescent mode,
after background removal providing images as seen in Figs. 2.7(a) and (b). In each mode,
100 double image frames were recorded with a tp of 100 µs, and a time between pulses of
1 ms. Vectors were calculated for each double image frame, using the adaptive correlation
method (initial interrogation area size: 128×128 pixels), with a final interrogation area size
of 64×64 pixels, 50 % overlap. The depth of correlation, as given by Olsen and Adrian [10],
was calculated to be ∼6.0 µm for the fluorescent measurements, and ∼5.5 µm for the
scatter measurements. After removing erroneous velocity vectors through peak validation,
the average velocity was calculated for both sets of 100 double image frames [11], which
resulted in two well matched velocity vector fields, each 31×39 vectors. A comparison
between the two modes is seen in Fig. 2.8, where velocity plots of the u and v velocities
for five different cross-sections over the width of the channel are seen. For each cross-
section, the average and the maximum difference between the measured velocities in u
and v are presented. Considering a bulk flow of ∼1,000 µm/s the magnitudes of these
values indicate the excellent agreement between velocities calculated from, respectively,
fluorescent and scattered light measurements. Moreover, it demonstrates the feasibility
of both recording techniques, as well as the general applicability of micro-PIV with LED
illumination. It is worthy to stress again that a pulse length of 100 µs was chosen to
facilitate the comparison between the measurements in scattered and fluorescent mode.
High-contrast measurements with much shorter pulse lengths are feasible in the scattered
mode (especially with low magnification objectives), thus easily allowing LED illuminated
PIV measurements for other microfluidic systems with flow velocities much higher than
those demonstrated here (mm/s – dm/s).
2.2.5 Conclusions
In this study, we have shown that light emitting diodes are well suited as illumination
sources for micro-PIV measurements. In particular, with the introduction of the front-lit
configuration, which does not require transparent samples or otherwise imposes limitations
to the workspace, the applicability of LEDs has been further improved. Moreover, through
improved alignment and the use of higher output powers, we have shown that in scattered
mode pulse lengths down to 1 µs are practical, which is more than a factor 10 shorter
than what has been shown in previous studies. A comparison between measurements
in scattered mode and fluorescent mode was also provided, showing excellent agreement
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Figure 2.7: Background subtracted image frames of 1 µm particles flowing around a 50 µm×50 µm
pillar structure at a depth of 45 µm. (a) Picture recorded in scattered mode, the bright field filter
cube is inserted, and the particles appear dark in relation to the background. (b) Picture recorded
in fluorescent mode, the I3 filter cube is inserted, and the particles appear bright in relation to the
background. Both images are recorded with a tp of 100 µs.
between the two. The main benefit of the scattered mode over the fluorescent mode when
applying LED illumination is that faster flows can be measured.
Due to the large variety in design, materials and fabrication approaches, as well as in
the restrictions and demands on the measurements, it is not possible to give a universal
answer as to for which micro-PIV measurements a LED can be used or may be advan-
tageous compared to a laser. However, with continuing developments towards increased
camera sensitivity as well as towards even brighter LEDs, light emitting diodes have the
potential to become even more competitive to other illumination light sources.
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Figure 2.8: Top panel shows velocity vector fields around a 50 µm×50 µm pillar recorded in
fluorescent mode. For clarity, only every second velocity vector in the channel flow direction is
shown. Unit vectors equal 1 mm/s. A comparison between velocity vectors calculated from images
recorded in fluorescent fl mode and scattered sc mode is seen in panels (a)–(e). The plots are
showing the u and v velocities for five different cross sections over the width of the channel. The
scale bars and symbols in panels (b)–(e) are the same as in panel (a), even though not shown.
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end of paper
Chapter 3
Additional material on micro-PIV
with LED illumination
The most important findings concerning micro-PIV with LED illumination are well covered
in Chap. 2. This chapter will provide a more detailed description of some of the features
described in the previous chapter, and additional material intended to serve as a starting
point for further studies.
The first section, 3.1 LED – Materials and methods, is devoted to explaining various
improvements of LED illumination for micro-PIV that have been made during the course of
this PhD study. This includes modifications using new equipment and other optimizations
of the experimental conditions. It also comprises advancements made with respect to
usable LED optical power and more efficient sample illumination. The second section, 3.2
Fluorescent versus scattered mode, will elaborate on the differences between recording in
fluorescent mode and scattered mode.
3.1 LED – materials and methods
3.1.1 Position of LED behind adapter
As briefly mentioned in Chap. 2, the positioning of the LED in the front-lit configuration
affects the intensity profile over the illuminated region. Adjustments in x- and y-directions
only cause a lateral displacement of the illumination pattern, whereas movements in z-
direction affect the curvature of the intensity profile, as illustrated in Fig. 3.1. As can be
seen, the 40 mm position gives a fairly flat illumination and has the highest intensity of
the four positions at the edges. On the other hand, if only the center of the field-of-view is
of interest, then the 36 mm position could be favorable. Thus, the optimal LED position
on the z-axis depends on the application. Naturally, the specific absolute numbers for
the LED positions are only valid for the particular expander optics that were used in this
study.
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Figure 3.1: The effect on the light distribution over the diagonal of the pixel pitch caused by
movement of the LED in z-direction from 36 to 42 mm behind the expander optics (see Fig. 2.3).
The substrate is a planar mirror, and the figure shows the pixel value (e.g., brightness, log2 scale)
of pixels over the diagonal of the pixel pitch recorded with a tp of 5 µs and a 10× magnification
objective.
3.1.2 Plastic lenses
In Sec. 2.2.2, it was mentioned that plastic lenses, specially designed for high power LEDs,
could favorably be used in a back-lit system. Figure 3.2 shows a comparison between the
Dantec Dynamics Micro-Strobe (used in [22]), and a LED mounted with a plastic lens.
Apart from the advantage with having a larger distance between the sample and the
light source, the lens approach is more effective in respect to the amount of light that is
delivered to the investigation region. During this PhD study, a large amount of plastic
lenses, primarily from Carclo Optics and Fraen Srl, have been tested and evaluated. These
lenses come in various sizes and coatings, and are designed for different beam-widths and
spatial distribution patterns. For micro-PIV measurements in back-lit mode, several of
these lenses provide improved illumination, both concerning the illumination intensity and
the illumination profile, compared to that of the Micro-Strobe system. The fiber injection
types (fiber light injector lens, Fraen Srl and fiber coupling lens, Carclo optics) were found
to be the most effective in focusing the light to a small spot, and for scenarios where
high intensity illumination is required these are recommended. One the other hand, the
26.5 mm frosted optics (Carclo Optics) provide homogeneous illumination and are easy to
align, so if very high intensity or extremely short pulses are not required, one of those lenses
could be preferred. As a further note, Fraen Srl recently launched an illumination system
(denoted AFTER) for back-lit fluorescent microscopy, which utilizes LEDs and plastic
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lenses. The development of such products is promising, not the least for the prospect
of future low-cost systems customized for front illumination, where there to date are no
plastic lenses on the market that suffice.
Figure 3.2: (a) The Micro-Strobe back-lit configuration as used in [22]. (b) The improved back-lit
configuration with a plastic lens. In (a) the LED needs to be placed in close proximity to the
sample, whereas in (b) it can be placed much further away.
3.1.3 LED color
Throughout this study, for several reasons, blue diodes have often been preferred. First of
all, the measured light intensity is a combination of the brightness of the light source and
the Quantum Efficiency QE of the camera. The Sony ER150 CCD, used in the HiSense
MkII, has a peak QE of ∼70% at a wavelength of 500 nm. Of the tested K2 diodes
(blue, royal blue, green, cyan and red), the strongest signal was measured for the blue
diode. Secondly, for the fluorescent measurements, green fluorescent particles GFP (blue
light excitation) were found to appear brighter than red fluorescent particles CY5 (green
light excitation). This result is convenient, since it allows switching between recording in
scattered and fluorescent mode without requiring a change of the diode. Third of all, a
thin measurement depth is often desired, and as the depth of correlation [10] scales directly
with the wavelength of the light, a shorter wavelength would thus generally be preferred.
3.1.4 LED products
In this study, one way in which the LED illumination system for micro-PIV was improved,
was by simply updating to the latest generation of LEDs. In Table 3.1 the diodes evaluated
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in this study are listed, and a picture of the same can be seen in Fig. 3.3. The Micro-Strobe
(Dantec Dynamics), which was the only pulsed LED system for micro-PIV prior to this
study, utilizes the Luxeon I LED (Lumileds). The Luxeon K2 (Lumileds) and the XLamp
(Cree) were found to be similar in performance, of which the slightly brighter K2 was
used for the measurements presented in Chap. 2. Thus, by changing from a Luxeon I to a
Luxeon K2 (using the diodes’ respective listed forward currents for continuous operation)
almost three times higher optical output is to be expected (see Table 3.1). From the listed
data, the Luxeon V appears to be a good choice, but from experiments it was found that
this diode does not provide homogeneous illumination. The reason for this is that the diode
is composed of four smaller diode-elements placed with a separation in between, which
shows up as a reticule with lower illumination intensity in the center of the illuminated
region.
LED type Forward current (mA) Typical Luminous Flux (lm)
Luxeon I 350 16
Luxeon III 1000 30
Luxeon V 700 48
Luxeon K2 1500 46
Luxeon Rebel 700 48
XLamp XR-E 350 30.6
Table 3.1: Comparison between forward current and typical luminous flux for different types of
blue light emitting diodes used in this study [28, 29].
Figure 3.3: Different LED products. From left: Luxeon V Star, Luxeon III Emitter, Luxeon K2,
Xlamp XR-E and Luxeon Rebel. The Luxeon I, III and V diodes are available in both Star and
Emitter type.
Since the conclusion of the study presented in Chap. 2, new more powerful LEDs have
arrived on the market. The one which currently is claimed to be the brightest is the TFFC
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K2 (at the moment of writing only available in white), which is an improved version of
the K2 utilizing the thin film flip chip technique [28]. As can be seen from Table 3.1, the
brightest diode is the Luxeon Rebel, which is especially interesting considering that the
Rebel is also substantially smaller than the other diodes. This could have its value for side-
lit illumination, or other scenarios where a small sized diode would be beneficial. There is
a promising continuous development of new improved products, and the performance of
this latest addition of diodes will undoubtedly be surpassed in the next few years.
For micro-PIV applications, the ideal would be to have diodes intended and customized
for flash operation. Naturally, it is unlikely that there will be dedicated industrial-scale
research on micro-PIV illumination in particular (due to the small size of the market),
but neighboring applications (such as flashes for pocket cameras) might provide suitable
products. However, it should also be remembered, that the current laser systems are very
expensive (several hundreds of thousands DKK), whereas the here presented LED system
is of fairly low cost (material and assembly ∼1000–2000 DKK, including power supply and
adapter). Thus, there is quite a gap between the two, where there could be a market for
more advanced LED products with mid-range performance and mid-range price.
3.1.5 Optimization of LED power
The LEDs that have been used in this study are all designed for continuous lighting
solutions. The optical output increases with increasing forward current, as can be seen in
Fig. 3.4. This can be utilized in some applications, such as dimmers. For applications that
require ambient illumination, with respect to optical output per watt, it is most efficient
to use several diodes operating at a lower power. On the other hand, the aspiration for
the micro-PIV illumination, in the way that it is applied in this study, is to obtain the
maximum optical output from a single diode. Therefore, it is of interest to explore the
diodes’ performance at very high forward currents.
During operation the LED will, apart from visible light, also produce heat. If the
diode is run at a high temperature the forward current will derate, the diode’s lifetime be
shortened and too high temperature will destroy the diode [28]. The temperature can be
controlled by not exceeding the recommended drive current and by, for instance, applying
external cooling.
Alternatively, if the LED is set to emit light for very short pulse durations (as in the
case of micro-PIV illumination), the diode will heat up much slower than it would from
continuous operation. As a consequence, a much higher power can be used, and thus, an
increased optical output from the diode achieved (for the duration of the pulse). This was
not utilized in Micro-Strobe, for which a forward current of 314 mA was measured over
the diode.
In Fig. 3.5 the normalized light intensity versus estimated forward current for the three
generations of power supplies used in this study are shown. The power supplies were built
by Danchip’s electronics workshop (see Appendix A for a sketch of the design). Each box
was equipped with a switch for changing between two different power modes, and they were
all designed to match the resistance of a K2 diode, which was used for the measurements
presented in Fig. 3.5. In this comparison, it was found that the light intensity (recorded
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Figure 3.4: Relative luminous flux versus forward current for Lumileds Luxeon K2 diodes. Junc-
tion Temperature, TJ = 25◦C [28].
by a spectrometer) was more than three times larger for the last power supply, designed
to achieve a forward current of 6.6 A, than the first power supply with a forward current
of 800 mA. As expected from Fig. 3.4, the gain in optical output (from increasing the
forward current) tapers off with higher forward currents. For instance, between 4.0 A and
6.6 A a fairly small increase is seen. However, the distribution of the measurement points
in Fig. 3.5 indicates that the actual forward currents provided by the power supplies were
different from the estimated values, which were used in the figure. A similar deviation was
seen for supplementary average gray-value measurements using the HiSense MkII camera,
which strengthens this suspicion.
If the forward current is to be measured, at very high powers, it needs to be done with
the diode operating in pulsed mode. This is non-trivial, and requires special equipment
which was not available at the department’s labs. Therefore, a further investigation of
this subject has not been attempted in the course of this study. At the moment of writing,
there is no reference data available from the LED manufacturers for forward currents in
this regime. The author is neither familiar with any other study where measurements of
the optical output for high forward currents using these diodes have been attempted. A
final comment should be made that concerning micro-PIV, it is more direct, and can thus
be preferable, to measure the achieved contrast for a specific setting (as in Sec. 2.2.4),
rather than the intensity of the illumination.
3.1.6 LED pulse lengths
A test was performed to investigate how the illumination scales with decreasing pulse
lengths. The rise time of the diodes are in the range of 100 ns, so short, and well defined
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Figure 3.5: Normalized light intensity versus estimated forward current. A green Luxeon K2
diode was used, with an illumination pulse duration of 5 µs.
pulses are feasible [27, 28]. Of course, at the present time these pulse lengths are primarily
of interest for micro-PIV recordings in scattered mode, since fluorescent mode requires
substantially longer pulses. In Fig. 3.6 the optical output, measured with a spectrometer,
for different pulse lengths is shown. The measurements were made in two sets, from
0.25−5 µs (set 1, five pulses) and from 5−20 µs (set 2, single pulse). The background was
subtracted, and a linear fit was calculated from set 2. In addition, the spectral output
from the measurement of set 1 is displayed in Fig. 3.7. The results confirm that short
well defined pulses are feasible, and that the optical output scales linearly with the pulse
length. Naturally, for very short pulses (below 1 µs) the rise time becomes increasingly
important. However, a full investigation of pulse lengths in this regime falls beyond the
scope of this study.
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Figure 3.7: Spectral output for measurements with different pulse lengths.
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3.2 Fluorescent versus scattered mode
Since the first publication on micro-PIV by Santiago et al. [8] in 1998, recording in fluores-
cent mode has been the totally dominating method in micro-PIV. In the mentioned work,
continuous illumination from a Hg-arc lamp was utilized, and already in the following year
micro-PIV with a double pulsed laser was demonstrated by Meinhart et al. [30]. In terms
of capacity, the double pulsed laser system has not yet been surpassed, which is likely
a contributing factor as to why alternative illumination sources and recording modes for
“standard” micro-PIV has have not enjoyed more attention so far.
In Chap. 2, a first comparison between micro-PIV recordings in fluorescent and scat-
tered mode was provided. Such a direct comparison has, to the author’s knowledge, not
been demonstrated previously. The study showed that both recording methods are fea-
sible, and that they provide coinciding results. However, although a dark particle on a
bright background and a bright particle on a dark background are analogous from a math-
ematical perspective, there are several differences between the two recording modes, not
the least from an experimental, or practical, point of view. This subject deserves a much
deeper examination than what has been reached within the current study. Primarily, a
more thorough investigation of the possibilities and limitations of measurements in scat-
tered mode would be desirable. This section, in which the author’s thoughts and findings
on this topic are summarized, is intended to inspire and provide a starting point for such
further studies.
3.2.1 Illumination pulse length required
In order to obtain the same contrast, a shorter illumination pulse length is generally
required when recording in scattered mode compared to recording in fluorescent mode (see
Fig. 2.6). Notably, the amount of light required is increasing with higher magnification
in scattered mode, whereas the opposite is true in fluorescent mode. However, additional
measurements using a larger set of (fluorescent) particles of different sizes, are required in
order to provide a more precise description.
3.2.2 Background glow
One feature of fluorescent microscopy is that emitted light from out-of-focus particles
will raise the background light level, thus lowering the contrast between the bright in-
focus particles and the background. This effect is often denoted as background glow. In
micro-PIV, this is a limitation especially when recording with high magnification (and
in deep channels), where a large number of particles per volume are required. From the
author’s experience, the effect is similar when recording in scattered mode. Instead of a
background glow, the out-of-focus particles lower the background light level, which could
be described as a “background shade”. A comparison between particle images recorded in
the two modes is shown in Fig. 3.8. The effect of more particles (decreasing the contrast) is
similar, but it has not been investigated if the background glow and the background shade
scale differently with magnification. Naturally, such a comparison would also need to
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take different substrate materials into account. Additionally, apart from an experimental
investigation, it would be desirable if this topic was approached analytically.
(a) Fluorescent mode (b) Scattered mode
Figure 3.8: Images of particles in a micro-structure recorded with a 63× magnification objective
(mounted with a 0.63× tv-adapter) in (a) fluorescent mode and (b) scattered mode. The out-of-
focus particles give rise to a background glow in (a) and to a “background shade” in (b), in both
cases diminishing the contrast between the particles in focus and the background. The micro-
structure was fabricated in a silicon substrate and the images were recorded at a depth of 45 µm.
3.2.3 Light scattering and image quantization
In Fig. 3.9, a comparison between images of a 1 µm particle recorded in (a) scattered mode
and (b) fluorescent mode recorded with a 63× magnification objective are shown. While
the particle recorded in fluorescent mode appears as a bright spot with respect to the
background, the particle recorded in scattered mode appears as a bright spot surrounded
by a dark ring (in turn surrounded by a bright ring). This appearance is not intuitive to
how we experience objects in the macroscopic world, but it is perfectly in line with what is
expected from Mie’s scattering theory for small particles [31]. This theory, which describes
how light is scattered by a small particle (with a diameter larger than the wavelength of
the light), tells us that the light is not simply blocked by the particle, but is scattered
in all directions (although not uniformly). For a 1 µm particle in water, this pattern
is dominated by a very strong forward scatter (along the direction of the incident light),
which is what shows up as the central bright spot in the image. Additionally, these particle
images are not related to the diffraction patterns originating from defocusing, although
they could be mistaken for such. Image recordings of particles at different depths, such as
in Fig. 3.8, rule out this possibility, since in that case similar patterns would be expected
in both (a) and (b). However, there will still be diffraction patterns when recording in
scattered mode, but those ring patterns will then be overlayed in addition to the ring
patterns originating from Mie scattering.
One interesting feature of illumination in scattered mode comes as a consequence of
that the cross-correlation is performed on the full image profile of the particle. This
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Figure 3.9: Recordings of a 1 µm particle with a 63× magnification objective (0.63× tv-adapter)
in (a) scattered mode, back-lit (50 µs pulse) and (b) fluorescent mode, front-lit (2 ms pulse). (c)
The respective gray-values on the pixel pitch for a line drawn over the center of the particle.
means that both the dark and the bright parts of the particle image, with respect to the
background (see Fig. 3.9), contribute to the correlation. In practice, this corresponds to
a very high bit-resolution. However, the forward scatter peak is not always detectable,
especially so with lower magnification objectives. This is the reason why (if we once again
examine the recordings in scattered mode in Fig. 2.6) the highest image quantization
is achieved with the 63× magnification objective, although a longer illumination pulse
length compared with a lower magnification objective is also required. The reason why
the forward scatter peak is not visible when recording with lower magnification has not
been fully investigated, but at least the following two points are of importance. First of
all, with a very low magnification, both the dark and the bright parts of the particle image
will be recorded in the same pixels, and therefore, the forward scatter peak will not be
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distinguishable. Secondly, the light intensity of the background recorded by the camera
will be lower when a higher magnification is used. The forward scatter for a specific
particle will, on the other hand, be the same. Thus, the forward scatter signal will be
relatively brighter in relation to the background when using a microscope objective with
higher magnification.
3.2.4 Substrate materials and near wall effects
One important difference between recording in fluorescent and scattered mode is the im-
pact of the substrate material. In scattered mode there are features that will appear
dark when the sample is illuminated, for example structures such as steps, grooves or
bumps. Shading effects are also often seen near walls, and rough surfaces can provide
speckled backgrounds consisting of both dark and bright regions. Two examples are seen
in Fig. 3.10. This kind of features can lower the contrast between the particles and the
background, and even prohibit velocity vectors to be obtained from certain regions.
There is no simple answer to what influence this will have to the measurements, as this
depends on several factors, such as the function and physical properties of the sample and
the tracers, the magnification (measurement depth) and the ambition of the investigations.
The influence on the measurements can sometimes also be decreased by an analytical
approach, such as background subtraction or (local) averaging. In contrast, in fluorescent
mode such features will not be recorded by the camera, since the excitation light is removed
by a filter, and the only fluorescent objects are the tracers. Thus, with respect to this
topic, though it in many cases even is possible to work in scattered mode if proper data
treatment is applied, it is clearly more convenient and simpler to work in fluorescent mode.
Figure 3.10: Left panel: Recording of a microdevice fabricated in silicon substrate filled with
5 µm tracer particles. The slanted walls (indicated by the white arrows) from the anisotropic wet
etching appear black on the image frame, and no velocity vectors can be obtained from this region
when recording in scattered mode. Right panel: Image of a piezo-element inside a microchannel
(clear fluid, no particles added). The rough reflecting surface of the piezo-element has a speckled
appearance under illumination, which makes recording in scattered mode problematic.
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3.2.5 Scattered mode – special applications
Generally, for fluidic scenarios, recording in fluorescent mode is equal, or superior, to
recording in scattered mode with respect to limitations and performance. For LED illu-
mination in particular, due to the lower energy compared with a laser system, scattered
mode can be preferred in some situations, such as for measurement of very high velocity
flows. However, for lab-on-a-chip applications it is often of interest to investigate the flow
behavior of particles with certain properties, or with a specific response to external forces.
Relevant forces are, for instance, magnetic, acoustic, electric or gravitational forces, and
examples of bodies could be magnetic particles, metallic particles, micelles, cells or other
cellular components. Such natural tracers, are not always available in, or modifiable into,
fluorescent versions. Therefore, for such scenarios recording in scattered mode can be a
viable alternative. Apart from lab-on-a-chip systems, another type of applications where
recording in scattered mode can be utilized is for in vivo investigations, such as measure-
ments of the flow in blood vessels using natural bodies (red blood cells) as tracers [32].
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Chapter 4
Investigations of acoustic
phenomena using micro-PIV
4.1 Introduction
A large portion of this project has been focused on applying micro-PIV for the investigation
of acoustic phenomena in microfluidic devices. The paper [16], presented in Sec. 4.3,
describes the investigation scheme that was developed. In Appendix B supplementary
measurements from the test chambers that were used in this study are provided, and the
fabrication procedure that was used to manufacture the devices is included in Appendix C.
Additional results and findings from measurements on other acoustic devices are presented
in Chap. 5. In the following Sec. 4.2, the governing equations of acoustic forces on particles
and acoustic streaming phenomena are provided.
4.2 Acoustofluidic theory and simulations
For the analytical treatment of the acoustofluidic phenomena, the Navier-Stokes equation
for a Newtonian, compressible and viscous fluid [33],
ρ[∂tv + (v · ∇)v] = −∇p+ η∇2v + βη∇(∇ · v) (4.1)
and the continuity equation (for the conservation of mass),
∂tρ = −∇ · (ρv) (4.2)
are used. Here, v is the particle velocity, p is the pressure, and β is a constant. ρ and η are
the bulk density and viscosity, respectively. A perturbation approach is applied, namely,
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p =p0 + p1 + p2 + ... (4.3a)
ρ =ρ0 + ρ1 + ρ2 + ... (4.3b)
v =0+ v1 + v2 + ... (4.3c)
for which we assume that p1 ¿ p0 and p2 ¿ p1. Remember that p1 = c2ρ1, where c is
the speed of sound. If we apply time-averaging, all of the first-order terms will become
zero. Remaining are the pure second-order terms and the products of the first-order terms
(the first-order fields act as sources for the second-order fields). The result is the following
time-averaged Navier-Stokes equation:
∇〈p2〉 = −〈F〉+ η∇2〈v2〉+ βη〈∇(∇ · v2)〉 (4.4)
where the force field 〈F〉 is given by
〈F〉 ≡ ρ0〈v1(∇ · v1)〉+ ρ0〈(v1 · ∇)v1〉. (4.5)
The full derivation of these equations can be found elsewhere [33, 34]. More details on
how the simulations used in [16] and [17] were performed can be found in [35].
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Acoustic resonances in microfluidic chips:
full-image micro-PIV experiments and numerical
simulations
S. M. Hagsa¨ter, T. Glasdam Jensen, H. Bruus, and J. P. Kutter
MIC – Department of Micro- and Nanotechnology, DTU Bldg. 345 east, Technical
University of Denmark, DK-2800 Kgs. Lyngby, Denmark
We show that full-image micro-PIV analysis in combination with images of tran-
sient particle motion is a powerful tool for experimental studies of acoustic radia-
tion forces and acoustic streaming in microfluidic chambers under piezo-actuation
in the MHz range. The measured steady-state motion of both large 5 µm and
small 1 µm particles can be understood in terms of the acoustic eigenmodes or
standing ultra-sound waves in the given experimental microsystems. This inter-
pretation is supported by numerical solutions of the corresponding acoustic wave
equation.
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4.3.1 Introduction
For the typical dimensions of microfluidic structures there are two acoustic effects of main
importance: the acoustic radiation force [36, 37, 38], which moves suspended particles
either towards or away from pressure nodes depending on their acoustic material prop-
erties, and acoustic streaming [39, 40], which imparts movement onto the entire solvent.
Both of these forces have been utilized, alone or in combination, for several lab-on-a-chip
applications. Yasuda et al. [41, 42], demonstrated concentration of particles by acoustic
radiation forces, and separation of particles by acoustic forces in combination with elec-
trostatic forces. One of the most attractive applications for acoustics in microfluidics is
for mixing [43, 44, 45], as this process typically is diffusion limited in microscale devices.
Valveless ultrasonic pumps, utilizing acoustic streaming, have also been presented [46, 47].
Numerous examples of microsystems where acoustics are applied to handling and analysis
of biological material have been suggested. Among others these include: trapping of mi-
croorganisms [48], bioassays [49], and separation and cleaning of blood [50, 51, 52]. Apart
from on chip devices, acoustic forces have also been suggested for use in other µm-scale
applications [53].
There are different imaging strategies and tools, which can be used in order to en-
hance the understanding, and to visualize the function of acoustic micro-devices during
operation. For acoustic mixers the effect can be illustrated and measured by partly filling
the mixing chamber with a dye prior to piezo-actuation [44, 45]. However, this approach
is mainly limited to determine the total, and not the local, mixing behavior within the
chamber. A more refined method, which is not limited to the study of micromixers, is to
apply streak- or streamline analysis. This was shown by Lutz et al. [54, 55], who neatly
demonstrated 3D steady micro streaming around a cylinder. Although streamline anal-
ysis can be employed to illustrate flow behavior, it is not suitable in determining local
variations in velocity. For that purpose, the micron-resolution particle image velocimetry
(micro-PIV) technique is the method of choice [8]. With this technique the motion of
tracer particles, acquired from consecutive image frames, is utilized to obtain velocity vec-
tor fields. In a large chamber, local measurements of particle motion induced by acoustic
radiation forces and acoustic streaming have been performed by Spengler et al. [56, 57],
and further developed by Kuznetsova et al. [58]. Li and Kenny derived velocity profiles
in a particle separating device utilizing the acoustic radiation force [52]. Jang et al. used
confocal scanning microscopy to perform micro-PIV measurements on circulatory flows in
a piezo-actuated fluidic chamber [59]. Furthermore, Manasseh et al. applied micro-PIV
to measure streaming velocities around a bubble trapped in a microfluidic chamber [60].
As particles under the influence of acoustic fields do no longer function as true in-
dependent tracers in all situations, and as several acoustic effects come into play at the
same time, extra caution and consideration have to be taken when applying micro-PIV
for microfluidic acoustic studies. These considerations will be discussed in more detail in
Sec. 4.3.2. The situation is further complicated by the coupling from the actuator to the
structures and their acoustic resonances, which is a yet poorly understood mechanism.
The resonances depend on the acoustic material parameters as well as the geometry of
both the chip and the chamber. For substrate materials with low attenuation, such as
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silicon, the actuation will result in strong resonances over the whole devices, whereas for
substrate materials with high attenuation, the effect will be mostly confined to the prox-
imity of the actuator. Moreover, in a real system the coupling strengths vary for different
resonances, and amplitude fluctuations across the structures are often observed. There-
fore, if investigations striving to yield a better understanding of acoustic resonances in low
attenuation microfluidic chips are to be performed, it is not sufficient only to study the
acoustic phenomena locally.
In this work, full-image micro-PIV analysis in combination with images of transient
particle motion is suggested as a tool for studying acoustic resonances in microfluidic
chambers under piezo-actuation. The acousto-fluidic phenomena mentioned above can be
investigated by comparing these experimental images with plots of acoustic eigenmodes
of the device structure obtained by numerical solution of the corresponding acoustic wave
equation.
4.3.2 Materials and experimental methods
Microchip fabrication
In this study, two microfluidic chambers were investigated, one of quadratic footprint with
a side-length of 2 mm and one of circular shape with a diameter of 2 mm. The size was
chosen to be a few times the acoustic wavelength of 2 MHz ultrasound waves in water,
and the specific shapes were employed to ensure simple patterns in the pressure field at
the acoustic resonances. Both chambers were connected to 400 µm wide inlet and outlet
channels, and the depth was 200 µm throughout. The microfluidic chips were fabricated
in silicon via deep reactive ion etching (DRIE). The same technique was also applied on
the backside of the chip to etch 300 µm diameter round fluidic inlets. Anodic bonding was
used to seal the structures with a 500 µm thick pyrex glass lid on the channel side. Silicon
rubber tubings were glued to the holes on the backside of the chip, for easy attachment of
teflon tubing. A picture of one of our microfluidic chips is shown in Fig. 4.1, and a list of
the geometrical parameters is given in Table 4.1.
2 mm
25.7 mm
1
5
m
m
49 mm
Figure 4.1: A top-view photograph of the silicon-glass chip (dark gray) containing a square
chamber with straight inlet and outlet channels (light gray).
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Experimental setup and procedure
The piezo-actuator (Pz27, Ferroperm) was pressed to the backside of the chip using an
ultrasonic gel (ECO, Ceracarta) and biased by a 20 V ac tone generator (Model 195,
Wavetek). Images were captured with a progressive scan interline CCD camera (Hisense
MkII, Dantec Dynamics), mounted with a 0.63× TV-adapter on an epifluorescent micro-
scope (DMLB, Leica). The objective used was a Plan 5× with a numerical aperture NA
of 0.12. For the given fluidic geometries, this combination allowed capture of full-image
PIV vector fields, while utilizing the largest number of pixels on the CCD. A blue light
emitting diode, LED, (Luxeon Star 3W, Lumileds) was used as illumination source in a
front-lit configuration, which is described elsewhere [15]. The LED was powered by an
in-house built power supply controlled by a PIV timing system (Dantec Dynamics). Image
acquisition was performed on a PC with Flowmanager software (Dantec Dynamics). As
tracer fluids solutions of 1 µm polystyrene micro-beads (Duke Scientific), 5 µm polyamide
micro-beads (Danish Phantom Design), diluted milk, and fluorescein have been used.
The investigations were performed by scanning the applied frequency from the tone
generator and identifying those frequencies which led to a strong response, an acoustic
resonance, in the microfluidic chamber. At the resonance frequencies, the behavior of
the different tracer particle solutions was observed. Between successive recordings the
chip was flushed to assure homogeneous seeding. Furthermore, to make sure that only
particle motion caused by acoustic forces were recorded, no external flow was applied
during measurements.
Micro-PIV considerations
In micro-PIV tracer particles are chosen for their ability to truthfully follow the motion
of the flow that is to be investigated. Particles under the influence of an acoustic field
do no longer fulfil this criterium in all situations. Therefore, extra caution and consider-
ations have to be taken regarding what movements are actually measured when applying
micro-PIV for these types of studies. Given that particle motion caused by thermal or
gravitational forces can be neglected, the main task is to determine if particle motion is
caused by acoustic radiation forces, acoustic streaming or a combination of the two. In this
study, this problem was tackled by applying three tracer solutions with different physical
properties.
chip length L0 49 mm silicon thickness hs 500 µm
chip width w0 15 mm pyrex thickness hp 500 µm
channel length Lc 26 mm chamber height h 200 µm
channel width wc 400 µm chamber width w 2 mm
Table 4.1: The geometrical parameters of the fabricated microfluidic silicon-pyrex chip.
Typically, the large polyamide particles are more strongly affected by the acoustic
radiation forces than by the forces due to acoustic streaming of the surrounding water.
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In contrast, since the acoustic radiation force scales with the volume of the particle, the
small polystyrene particles will follow the motion of the water, if relatively strong acoustic
streaming is present. However, there is no simple relation between the two forces, and
for an arbitrary frequency and geometry one can be strong whereas the other is not, and
vice versa. Therefore, in order to determine whether particle motion is caused by acoustic
radiation forces or acoustic streaming it is necessary to utilize the dependance of the
acoustic radiation forces on the compressibility of the particle.
The polymer particles will move towards the pressure nodes since their compressibility
is smaller than that of water. The opposite is true for the lipid particles in milk: their
compressibility is larger than that of water, and consequently they will move towards pres-
sure antinodes. Like the small polystyrene particles, the lipid particles we used were small
enough to typically follow the net acoustic streaming flow of the water. Thus, if similar
motion is recorded with two types of tracers with different compressibilities compared to
the medium, the acoustic radiation forces can be ruled out as cause of the motion. As an
alternative or complementary technique to micro-PIV measurements, fluorescein can be
used to investigate acoustic streaming. A summary of the acoustic behavior of the differ-
ent particles used in this study, and some other bodies that are common in microfluidic
applications, is given in Table 4.2.
The speed of sound c in water has a significant dependence on temperature T given by
the large derivative ∂c/∂T ' 4 m s−1K−1. All tracer fluids were therefore kept at room
temperature, so that the temperature was not changed when the microchip was flushed
during tracer particle exchange. The microchips used in this study are comparable in
size and mode of actuation to those used for ultrasonic agitation in a study by Bengtsson
and Laurell [61]. They performed sensitive temperature measurements on the reactor
outlet, where no temperature increase caused by the acoustic power could be detected.
In our study, the piezo-actuator was run at a moderate power-level and only for the
short intervals during recordings (typically less than one second). Therefore, it can be
ruled out that heating from the piezo-actuator would have any measurable impact on the
measurements.
tracer type force direction
beads (1 µm) weak nodes
beads (5 µm) strong nodes
red blood cells strong nodes
milk particles weak anti-nodes
large micelles strong anti-nodes
fluorescein none -
Table 4.2: The susceptibility to acoustic radiation forces for the particles used in this study, as
well as for some other particles common to microfluidic applications.
One important factor, which needs to be accounted for when applying micro-PIV on
systems affected by acoustic forces, is that the local seeding density will be distorted during
actuation. This is normally not a problem when measuring on particle motion caused solely
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by acoustic streaming, as this motion generally will be of a circulating nature. On the other
hand, in the case of particle motion induced by acoustic radiation forces, it will typically
lead to total expulsion of particles from certain regions into others. If PIV-vector statistics
is applied, only the first few image-pairs recorded after piezo-actuation has been initiated
can be used, and in this study, images from a number of consecutively recorded sets have
been used for averaging. Moreover, in the case of scanning, or mapping, techniques the
expulsion of particles is especially problematic, as the seeding conditions in the device, or
chamber, need to be restored for each measurement position. Also, the conditions may
change during these lengthy recordings, leading to results that are difficult to interpret.
The acoustic resonances in low attenuation piezo-actuated microfluidic devices are
formed over the whole devices, and they are also depending on the geometry of the whole
device. As a consequence, there will typically be amplitude fluctuations over the devices,
due to unwanted artifacts, or deliberate designs. Therefore, when investigating acoustic
resonances, and the influence caused by different modifications to the sample, it is impor-
tant to study the effects globally. If the acoustic effects are only measured in a part of
the device, this kind of information will not be yielded, independently on how detailed
the flow is mapped within that region. Therefore, we suggest full-image micro-PIV for the
investigation of acoustic resonances in microfluidic devices.
In this study, emphasis has been put on how to present the measured data in such a way
that still images and PIV-vector plots give the best illustration of the transient particle
motion caused by the acoustic forces. To achieve this, we have chosen to superimpose
the PIV-vector plots of the initial transient velocities on top of the pictures of the steady-
state patterns of the particles obtained after a few seconds of actuation. After longer
actuation times, secondary patterns will form, so images taken at this point can give a
false impression of the particle motion. This method of combining the transient PIV-vector
plots and steady-state pictures has proven useful when comparing numerical simulations
with micro-PIV measurements, especially for measuring amplitude fluctuations across the
structures, and when discriminating between different numerical models. This will be
demonstrated in Sec. 4.3.4.
4.3.3 Numerical simulations
In the experiments, the acoustic pressure field, which is superimposed on the ambient
constant pressure, is driven by a harmonically oscillating piezo-actuator, i.e., the time-
dependence can be described as cos(ωt). In this work, we focus on the acoustic resonances
where the response of the bead solution is particularly strong. As the attenuation of the
acoustic waves is relatively small, we can approximate the actual frequency-broadened
acoustic resonances of the driven system by the infinitely sharp eigenmodes of the isolated
dissipationless chip.
The pressure eigenmodes pn(x, y, z) cos(ωnt), labelled by an integer index n, and the an-
gular eigenfrequencies or resonance frequencies ωn are found as solutions to the Helmholtz
eigenvalue equation ∇2pn = −(ω2n/c2i ) pn, where the index i is referring to the three mate-
rial domains of silicon, water and glass in the chip. The boundary conditions at the outer
edges of the system are given by the soft-wall condition pn = 0 except at the bottom plane,
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where a hard-wall condition n ·∇pn = 0 is chosen to mimic the piezo-actuator which fixes
the velocity of the wall. At the internal interfaces between the different material regions
the boundary conditions are continuity of the pressure pn as well as of the wall-velocity.
The latter is ensured by continuity of the field (1/ρi)∇pn. A list of the acoustic material
parameters, i.e., sound velocities ci and densities ρi, is given in Table 4.3.
material speed of sound density
water cw = 1483 m/s ρw = 998 kg/m3
silicon cs = 8490 m/s ρs = 2331 kg/m
3
pyrex cp = 5640 m/s ρp = 2230 kg/m3
Table 4.3: The acoustic material parameters of the microsystem at 20 ◦C: sound velocities ci and
densities ρi from the CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics.
The Helmholtz equation was solved numerically using the COMSOL finite element
method software. However, the large aspect ratio of the flat device made it impossible
to simulate the actual device in 3D due to limited computer memory. We therefore in-
vestigated the possibility of making 2D simulations. The rationale for doing this is that
the total height of the chip is only 1 mm. Given a weighted average speed of sound in
the silicon-glass chip of 6900 m/s, the wavelength of a wave at the highest used frequency
f = 2.5 MHz is 3 mm and thus three times the chip height. Similarly, at the same
frequency the wavelength in water is 0.6 mm or three times the chamber height. Conse-
quently, there is not room enough for even half a standing wave in the vertical direction
neither in the water filled chamber nor in the silicon-glass chip.
The first step towards a more rigorous justification for doing 2D simulations was to
make a smaller 3D version of the system geometry. While keeping all the correct height
measures as well as the chamber width as listed in Table 4.1, we shrunk the planar di-
mensions of the surrounding chip to L0 = 8 mm, w0 = 6 mm and Lc = 6.8 mm. With
this reduced geometry we could carry out the full 3D simulations, and the results thereof
confirmed that the variations in the vertical z-direction of the 3D eigenmodes were modest,
see the xz-plane plots of Figs. 4.2(a) and (b). A 2D simulation was then carried out for the
horizontal xy center-plane of the chamber, i.e., a 2D water-filled area surrounded by a 2D
silicon region. Comparing the 50 lowest 3D and 2D eigenmodes gave the following results:
(1) in the horizontal xy center-plane of the chamber the 3D eigenmodes agreed with the
2D eigenmodes, see Figs. 4.2(c–f); (2) due to the lack of the z-dependence in the Lapla-
cian of the 2D Helmholtz equation, the 2D eigenfrequencies were systematically smaller
than the 3D eigenfrequencies, see Fig. 4.2(g). It has thus been justified to simulate the
experimentally observed resonances by 2D eigenmodes in the horizontal xy center-plane
of the chamber. This we denote the 2D chip model.
Due to the small acoustic impedance ratio (ρwcw)/(ρscs) = 0.08 between silicon and
water, the simulations could be simplified even further. As demonstrated in Figs. 4.3(c)
and (d), it suffices to find the eigenmodes of the chamber itself using hard-wall boundary
conditions along its edges, except at the very ends of the inlet channels where soft-wall
boundary conditions are employed to mimic in- and outlets. This we will refer to as the
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Figure 4.2: Numerical simulations of the pressure eigenmodes pn(x, y, z) shown in gray-scale plots.
(a) and (b) 3D model: side-view (xz-plane) of p1 and p31, respectively. (c) and (d) 3D model:
top-view (xy-plane) of p1 and p31, respectively. (e) and (f) 2D chip model: top-view (xy-plane) of
p1 and p31, respectively. (g) The eigenfrequencies ωn/2pi versus mode number n for the 3D model
and the 2D chip model.
2D chamber model.
4.3.4 Results and discussion
We have measured the flow response to the acoustic actuation in the frequency range from
0.5 to 2.5 MHz paying special attention to the strong responses corresponding to acoustic
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Figure 4.3: Acoustic radiation force. (a) Experiments on 5 µm beads at the 1.936 MHz acoustic
resonance. The white PIV-vectors indicate the initial bead velocities pointing away from pressure
anti-nodes immediately after the piezo-actuation is applied. The picture underneath the PIV-
vector plot shows the particles (black) gathered at the pressure nodal lines 3 seconds later. (b) As
in panel (a) but now at 2.417 MHz. (c) and (d) Gray-scale plots of numerical simulations in the
2D chamber model of the corresponding acoustic pressure eigenmodes. Nodal lines are shown in
black.
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resonances. More than 30 of such resonances have been detected, but we present only a
few, which we find to be representative for the method and the problems associated with
acoustics in microfluidics.
The most important results are the full-image micro-PIV analyses. For these, two
types of experimental results are presented. One type are the PIV-vector plots (white
arrows) of the motion of the tracer particles, in most cases corresponding to the transient
motion immediately after the onset of the acoustic piezo-actuation. The other type are
micrographs of the microfluidic chamber with the steady-state particle patterns (often
visible as narrow black bands) obtained after a few seconds of actuation. These two types
of images are superimposed to illustrate the relation between the initial motion of the
tracer beads and their final steady-state positions.
The full-image micro-PIV analysis illustrations are also accompanied by the results
of our numerical simulations in the form of gray-scale plots of the pressure eigenmodes
pn(x, y, z). The pressure antinodes appear as white (positive amplitude) and black (nega-
tive amplitude) regions. The pressure nodal lines are shown as thin black lines in the gray
(small amplitude) regions.
Additionally, we show a close up measurement of a streaming vortex, and provide a
more in-depth comparison between the measured velocities and the calculated body force.
Acoustic radiation force
We first show results for the acoustic resonances at 1.936 and 2.417 MHz in the circular
chamber containing large 5 µm tracer particles.
In Figs. 4.3(a) and (b) are shown the measured transient PIV-vector plots superim-
posed on the micrographs of the chamber with the static steady-state particle patterns.
The fact that the particles accumulate in static patterns indicates that the dominant force
on the tracer particles is the acoustic radiation force, an observation also expected from the
relatively large size of the tracer particles. The matching numerically calculated acoustic
eigenmodes of the 2D chamber model are shown in panels (c) and (d). It is notewor-
thy that even for the complicated resonance pattern of panels (b) and (d), the observed
transient particle motion towards the steady-state positions, and the static steady-state
patterns themselves, are in good agreement with the numerically calculated pressure nodal
lines. This demonstrates that even the simple 2D chamber model can predict what kind
of fluidic behavior will be observed in the device. It also demonstrates that full-image
micro-PIV analysis in combination with images of transient particle motion is effective in
visualizing in-plane acoustic phenomena in micrometer-scale devices.
Acoustic streaming
To illustrate the difference between the acoustic radiation force and acoustic streaming,
we now turn to the acoustic resonance at 2.17 MHz in the square chamber containing large
5 µm beads and small 1 µm beads as shown in Figs. 4.4(a) and (b), respectively.
When micro-PIV is applied to investigate acoustic effects in microfluidic chambers,
the simultaneous presence of both acoustic radiation forces and acoustic streaming needs
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Figure 4.4: Acoustic streaming and radiation forces at the 2.17 MHz acoustic resonance. (a) Ex-
periments on 5 µm beads similar to Fig. 4.3(a) showing that the acoustic radiation force dominates
for large particles. (b) Experiments on 1 µm beads. Acoustic streaming dominates and the small
beads act as tracers for the motion of the liquid. The resulting vortex structure in the flow-field
prevents particle accumulation at the pressure nodes. (c) Gray-scale plot of numerical simulation
in the 2D chamber model of the corresponding acoustic pressure eigenmode. Nodal lines are shown
in black.
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to be taken into account. For the large beads in Fig. 4.4(a) the acoustic radiation force
dominates exactly as in Figs. 4.3(a) and (b), which results in particle accumulation at the
pressure nodal lines. However, as shown in Fig. 4.4(b) reduction of the particle volume by
a factor of 125 leads to a qualitative change in the response. The motion of the smaller
particles is dominated by the acoustic streaming of the water, and it manifests itself as a
6×6 pattern of vortices. The same 6×6 pattern was found by full-image micro-PIV when
diluted milk was used as tracer solution, and also by optical inspection with a fluorescein
solution in the chamber (data not shown). All three experimental results strongly support
the interpretation that the 6×6 vortex pattern is caused by acoustic streaming.
In Fig. 4.4(b) is also seen a pronounced inhomogeneity in the strength of the vortices
across the microfluidic chamber. This effect cannot be ascribed to the geometry of the
chamber, but is probably due to either a geometric top-bottom asymmetry in the entire
chip (similar to the left-right asymmetry discussed in Sec. 4.3.4 – Effects of geometric
asymmetries), or to an inhomogeneous coupling between the piezo-actuator and the silicon
chip. If the frequency is shifted slightly in the vicinity of 2.17 MHz, the same vortex
pattern will still be visible, but the strength distribution between the vortices will be
altered. When investigating acoustic phenomena the advantage of full-image micro-PIV
compared to partial-image micro-PIV is thus evident: partial-image micro-PIV employed
locally in a part of the chamber would not have shown the symmetrical 6×6 vortex pattern,
nor would it supply us with information of the inhomogeneity in strength for the same.
Moreover, since the same inhomogeneity is not seen in the acoustic radiation force vector
plot, this example shows that there is no direct relation between the strength of the
acoustic streaming and the acoustic radiation force.
Finally, we note that our measurements show that the acoustic radiation force on
the large particles leads to a much larger particle velocity than the acoustic streaming
velocities of the smaller particles.
Turning to the numerical simulation in the 2D chamber model of the corresponding
pressure eigenmode, shown in Fig. 4.4(c), we find good agreement with the experimental
results. The calculated pressure nodal lines correspond well to the static steady-state
particle patterns obtained with the large tracer particles dominated by the acoustic ra-
diation force. Moreover, the calculated 3×3 antinode pattern is also consistent with the
observed period-doubled 6×6 vortex pattern of the small tracer particles dominated by
acoustic streaming. The spatial period-doubling arises from the non-zero time-average of
the non-linear term in the Navier–Stokes equation governing the attenuated acoustic flows
leading to acoustic streaming [62].
Effects of geometric asymmetries
For the results presented so far the simple 2D chamber model proved sufficient to interpret
the experimental observations. However, as explained already in Sec. 4.3.3 the pressure
eigenmodes are not confined to the chamber region but fill the entire chip. The acoustic
resonances even propagate in all media (air and piezo-actuator) in contact with the chip.
In the following we show one example of asymmetric resonance patterns that can only be
explained by employing the more complete 2D chip model or by introducing asymmetries
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in the 2D chamber model.
In Figs. 4.5(a) and (b) we consider the square chamber containing the large 5 µm
beads at two nearby resonance frequencies, 2.06 and 2.08 MHz. As before, the acoustic
radiation force dominates and the beads accumulate at the pressure nodal lines. Note
that the two patterns are similar, but that the first has a higher amplitude on the left
side, while the second has a higher amplitude on the right side. Both resonance patterns
are similar to the acoustic pressure eigenmode shown in Fig. 4.5(c), which is found by
numerical simulation using the 2D chamber model. However, since the chamber itself is
left-right symmetric, the calculated eigenmode is also left-right symmetric, so to explain
the observed asymmetry we have to break the left-right symmetry in the theoretical model.
We investigate two ways of doing this: first, in the 2D chip model by placing a symmetric
chamber asymmetrically on the chip, and second, in the 2D chamber model by letting the
inlet channel have a different length than the outlet channel.
In Figs. 4.6(a–d) is shown the result of a numerical simulation in the 2D chip model
where the left-right symmetry has been broken by displacing the chamber 1 mm left
of the symmetry center of the chip. This displacement corresponds to the geometry of
the actual chip used in the experiment. Panels (a) and (b) show the entire chip while
panels (c) and (d) are the corresponding closeups of the chamber region. With this left-
right asymmetric geometry, we do find asymmetric solutions at nearby frequencies that
resemble the measured patterns: Figs. 4.6(c) and (d) correspond to Figs. 4.5(a) and (b),
respectively. In the left-right symmetric case the left-right acoustic resonance is two-fold
degenerate, i.e., two different resonances have the same frequency. When the symmetry is
broken the two resonances are affected differently: one gets a slightly higher eigenfrequency
and the other a slightly lower, i.e., a splitting of the two-fold degenerate eigenfrequency into
two non-degenerate nearly identical eigenfrequencies. The two closely spaced eigenmodes
of the asymmetric 2D chamber model shown in Figs. 4.6(e) and (f) also resemble the
measured patterns in Figs. 4.5(a) and (b). The calculated frequency splitting is 28 kHz,
which is in fair agreement with the measured 20 kHz.
Unquestionably, advanced models, like the chip model, are necessary for more com-
plete theoretical investigations of how different factors contribute to the breaking of the
symmetry of the simple chamber model. Experimentally this effect could be studied by
measuring on a range of devices, with strictly controlled geometries of both structures
and substrates. We have only investigated two devices, and special concern was not taken
as to the uniformity of the substrate. It is therefore not possible in the present study to
determine whether the observed symmetry breaking was due to geometric asymmetries in
the chip, in the chip-actuator coupling, or in other parts of the system (such as air-bubbles
trapped at the fluidic inlet and outlet).
Validation of method
Fig. 4.7 shows a micro-PIV vector plot of streaming motion in the center of the square
chamber at 2.17 MHz, recorded with a 20× microscope objective. With this kind of
recording, detailed information of a section of the device can be obtained, but it will not
supply any information about the amplitude fluctuations over the device, nor does it reveal
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Figure 4.5: Splitting of a two-fold degenerate acoustic resonance due to geometrical asymmetry.
(a) Acoustic radiation force as in Fig. 4.4(a) on 5 µm beads at the 2.06 MHz resonance. (b) The
closely related 2.08 MHz resonance for the same system. (c) Gray-scale plot of numerical simulation
in the left-right symmetric 2D chamber model of the corresponding two-fold degenerate, un-split,
acoustic pressure eigenmode. Nodal lines are shown in black.
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(a)
(b)
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Figure 4.6: (a) and (b): Gray-scale plots of numerical simulations in the 2D chip model of
two closely spaced acoustic pressure eigenmodes. The chamber is displaced 1 mm to the left
of the symmetry center of the chip thereby breaking the left-right symmetry and splitting the
two-fold eigenmode degeneracy. The difference in eigenfrequency is only 1 kHz. (c) and (d):
Closeups of the chamber region showing the asymmetric eigenmodes similar to the experimentally
observed resonances seen in Fig. 4.5. (e) and (f): Gray-scale plots of numerically simulated pressure
eigenmodes in the asymmetric 2D chamber model, where the left lead is 1 mm shorter than the
right lead. The difference in eigenfrequency is 28 kHz, which is close to the observed difference of
20 kHz in Figs. 4.5(a) and (b).
the 6×6 vortex pattern as seen in Fig. 4.4(b). Clearly, more detailed measurements of
specific features are valuable, but for studies of resonances in low attenuation microfluidic
devices, full-image recordings are of most importance.
Using the general expression for the energy U of a compressible particle in an acoustic
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100 µm 500 µm/s
Figure 4.7: Micro-PIV velocity vector plot of streaming motion in the center of the square chamber
at 2.17 MHz. Images were recorded with a 20× objective and a 0.63× Tv-adapter, and milk was
used as tracer particles.
field [38], we can estimate the acoustic radiation force as the negative energy gradient,
Fac = −∇U = τp2∇p2, where τ is a constant parameter for each kind of particle, and p2
is the time-averaged second-order pressure field. As τ is an unknown positive constant for
red blood cell-like particles, the amplitude becomes a fitting parameter. Assuming that
the particles move in a quasi-stationary steady state, we can obtain an expression for the
velocity field by employing Stokes’ drag law,
v =
τ
6piηa
p2∇p2. (4.6)
Using this expression we can directly compare calculated and measured velocity patterns
as seen in Fig. 4.8, where the calculated velocity pattern is compared with a scalar map
of the velocity in y-direction, extruded from the measurement presented in Fig. 4.4(a).
A comparison between the two is also seen in Fig. 4.9, where two vertical cross-sectional
views, each located 330 µm away from the center of the chamber, are compared with
the theoretical estimate. Both micro-PIV velocity plots show a good agreement with the
calculated one, and the fluctuations in amplitude over the device can be seen by comparing
the two micro-PIV velocity plots with each other.
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Figure 4.8: (a) The velocity in the y-direction calculated by Eq. (4.6) as p2∇p2 using COMSOL
Multiphysics. (b) Scalar map of the velocity in y-direction, measured with micro-PIV.
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Figure 4.9: Vertical cross-sectional plots of the measured velocity in the y-direction (PIV1) 330 µm
left and (PIV2) 330 µm right of the center of the chamber. The full line (theory) is the velocity
in the y-direction calculated by Eq. (4.6) as p2∇p2 using COMSOL Multiphysics, and with an
amplitude fitted to match the velocity measurements.
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4.3.5 Conclusion
Using full-image micro-PIV we have made direct observations of the acoustic resonances
in piezo-actuated, flat microfluidic chambers containing various tracer particles.
Depending on the size of the tracer particles either the acoustic radiation force or
acoustic streaming of the solvent dominates their motion. Large particles are dominated
by the acoustic radiation force that pushes them to the static pressure nodal lines, while
small particles are dominated by acoustic streaming and end up forming steady-state
vortex patterns. However, for an arbitrary frequency and geometry one of the forces can
be strong whereas the other is not, and it is therefore always necessary to apply more than
one tracer solution in order to determine which forces are present.
The observed acoustic resonances correspond to the pressure eigenmodes found by
numerical simulation of 2D models of the system. The symmetric patterns can be explained
by using the simple 2D chamber model, while asymmetric patterns can be explained by
using the more complete 2D chip model taking into account the geometric asymmetries of
the surrounding chip, or in special cases, by an asymmetric 2D chamber model.
We have demonstrated that full-image micro-PIV is a useful tool for complete char-
acterization of the in-plane acoustically induced motion in piezo-actuated microfluidic
chambers.
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Chapter 5
Micro-PIV investigations of
acoustically actuated microdevices
During the course of this PhD study, several acoustically actuated microdevices have
been investigated. In this chapter, a selection of the examined devices is presented. The
most thorough study is provided in Sec. 5.1, in which the investigation scheme described
in Chap. 4 is applied for the examination of an acoustic separator. This section is es-
sentially structured as a paper, because the text originates from my draft that later
formed the publication Acoustic resonances in straight micro-channels: Beyond the 1D-
approximation [17]. Section 5.2 features additional examples of acoustically actuated mi-
crodevices subjected to micro-PIV investigation. These examples are intended to further
emphasize the complexity of these devices, as well as the difficulties involved in investi-
gating them.
5.1 Investigation of an acoustic separator
In this section, we investigate an acoustic separator through micro-PIV analysis in stop-
flow mode and numerical simulations, and a strong agreement between the two is found.
Moreover, we demonstrate that it is not sufficient only to characterize devices in flow-
through mode, since in these systems much different resonant patterns can result in simi-
larly looking band formations (measurements in flow-through mode are also discussed in
Sec. 5.2.1). Furthermore, we conclude that extended 1D approximations of the acoustic
radiation force are inadvisable, and instead, a 2D model is preferred. The results presented
here provide valuable insight into the nature and functionality of acoustic microdevices,
and should be useful in the interpretation and understanding of the same.
5.1.1 Introduction
Acoustic actuation poses an attractive option for the performance of various relevant
microfluidic tasks. Successful demonstrations of acoustic forces used for enrichment [41,
42], mixing [43, 44], cell handling [48, 49], medium exchange [63], separation [50, 51, 52, 64],
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sorting [65] and others, have been provided.
However, the evaluation of these devices is mostly limited to quantifying and comment-
ing on the net effect of the acoustic actuation in these systems as a whole, rather than
investigating more locally how the desired effects are actually achieved. Moreover, numer-
ical modeling of acoustic formation in the microfluidic designs has not been successfully
reported, and, instead, the description of a sphere in a 1D standing wave [36, 37, 38] is
typically supplied and described as extending uniformly for the whole length of a channel
of constant width [41, 42, 48, 50, 51, 52].
In this work, we apply the method of investigation described in Chap. 4 for the exami-
nation of a previously well documented microchip based acoustic separator device [50]. We
chose to work with this device as it has a non-complex design, which makes it attractive
for both the experimental micro-PIV investigation and the numerical simulations. The
device operates in continuous mode and has its function in that it can separate suspended
particles from their medium. Moreover, the acoustic separator has seen a large number of
successors [51, 63, 65, 66], intended for various microfluidic scenarios and functionalities,
which makes it a suitable representative for a whole range of devices actuated and fabri-
cated in a similar manner [67]. The results presented herein are foremost representative
for these devices, but anticipate that similar behavior is to be expected and that the same
conclusions are valid for other actuation variants and chip designs as well.
The current investigation has shown that the acoustic resonances are indeed of more
complex nature than what is described by an extended 1D approximation. The experi-
mental results were also found to agree with numerical 2D simulations. A discussion on
this acoustic separator, and similar devices, is provided.
5.1.2 Materials and methods
The investigated acoustic separator was defined in a silicon substrate by the use of UV-
lithography and chemical wet etching. After etching, the channel was sealed by a glass lid
through anodic bonding, and silicone tubings were glued to the backside of the chip, for
easy attachment of fluidic connections. A more detailed description of the fabrication pro-
cess can be found in Nilsson et al. [50]. A sketch of the microchannel and the surrounding
silicon substrate is seen in Fig. 5.1.
The device was actuated by a piezo ceramic (Pz26, Ferroperm Piezoceramics), pressed
to the backside of the chip and acoustically coupled via an ultrasonic gel (Aquasonic Clear,
Parker Laboratories) in between for good acoustic energy transmission. The transducer
was biased by a signal generator (33250A, Agilent), the effective power measured by a
digital power meter (Model 5000-EX, Bird Electronic Corp.) and the amplitude moni-
tored by an oscilloscope (TDS 210, Tektronix Inc.). The micro-PIV equipment was set
up and operated in the same way as described in Chap. 4. The 2D chip model, and
2D chamber model simulations using COMSOL Multiphysics finite element software, were
also performed in an analogous manner.
For the separation efficiency measurements, the flow rate was controlled by a syringe
pump (WPI SP210iwz, World Precision Instruments), and injection valves (Rheodyne
7000, Cotati) with a fixed loop volume were used to take samples. On the other hand,
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Figure 5.1: Sketch with dimensions of the separation chip used in the experiments. (a) Top view
of the micro-channel and the surrounding silicon substrate. (b) Close up in junction region. (c)
Cross-sectional view of the main channel. (d) Cross-sectional view of the side channels.
during the micro-PIV measurements, the same injection valves were used to stop the flow
so that only particle motions created by acoustic effects were measured. As tracers 5 µm
polyamide micro-beads (Danish Phantom design) and 1 µm fluorescent polystyrene micro-
beads (Duke Scientific) were used. The larger particles were also used in the separation
efficiency measurements, where the number of particles passing through the middle and
the side outlets, respectively, was counted using a Coulter counter (Multisizer 3, Beckman
Coulter Inc.).
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5.1.3 Results and discussion
1D approximation and 2D simulations
The most dominant acoustic effect for larger particles positioned inside an acoustic stand-
ing wave field is the acoustic radiation force [36, 37, 38]. For a one-dimensional standing
planar acoustic wave, the force Fr on a sphere at the distance x from a pressure node can
be described as [37],
Fr = −
(
pip20Vpβm
2λ
)
φ(β, ρ) sin(4pix), (5.1)
φ(β, ρ) =
5ρp − 2ρm
2ρp + ρm
− βp
βm
, (5.2)
where λ is the ultrasonic wavelength, p0 is the pressure amplitude and Vp the volume of
the sphere. The factor φ defines in which direction the particles will move, either towards
or away from the pressure nodes, depending on the relation between the densities and
compressibilities of the particle (ρp, βp) and the medium (ρm, βm).
This formula for a 1D wave is often used in the literature to describe the effect of the
acoustic radiation force in microfluidic channels [41, 42, 48, 50, 57, 58, 63, 64, 65, 66, 68, 69].
Typically, the focusing effect is described as a confined extension of the 1D case along the
length of the channel of frequency matching width. Acoustic effects are often not ascribed
to the parts of the system where there is no frequency matching. The acoustic separator
examined in this work described by the extended 1D model, with a channel width of 400 µm
and a sound velocity in water of 1483 m/s (20◦C), yields λ = 800 µm equivalent to an
ideal frequency f ∼1.85 MHz for half a wave length over the width of the channel. Due to
various loss mechanisms, frequency-broadening of the acoustic resonance will occur, but
the model only suggests resonant solutions with half a wavelength separation in between.
An improved description of an acoustically actuated microfluidic system can be ob-
tained by finding eigenmode solutions pn to the Helmholtz eigenvalue equation (see Sec.
4.3.3). If the Helmholtz eigenvalue equation is solved for the idealized 2D chamber model
of the acoustic separator, the result is much different to that suggested by an extended
1D model. Instead of a single solution for one specific frequency, the 2D chamber model
suggests several solutions within a rather wide frequency span. More specifically, instead
of a uniform pressure amplitude along the length of the channel, the solutions display
an increasing number of “pinching regions” along the channel (see Fig. 5.2). Starting at
1.85 MHz, where we have one full (n = 1) pinching region, solutions were identified for
all integer values n, up to n = 32 for 2.25 MHz. The frequency shift between the solu-
tions were in the range of 1.5–15 kHz, with a tendency of larger separations for higher
frequencies.
These solutions can be understood by considering that the acoustic eigenmodes in the
channel system are dominated by, primarily, a transverse wavelength λt and a longitudinal
wavelength λl contributing to the forming standing wave pattern. As the Helmholtz eigen-
value equation is modeled with a hard wall boundary condition, the resonant wavelengths
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(a) 1.85 MHz, n = 1
(b) 1.86 MHz, n = 4
(c) 1.96 MHz, n = 15
(d) 2.07 MHz, n = 22
focusing channel
Figure 5.2: Gray-scale plots of the pressure eigenmodes pn for the chamber model at (a) 1.85 MHz,
(b) 1.86 MHz, (c) 1.96 MHz and (d) 2.07 MHz. The integer value n is the number of pinching
regions in the focusing channel.
will be fractions of the channel dimensions. The resonance frequencies f can be estimated
by
f = cw
√
λ−2t + λ
−2
l (5.3)
where cw is the sound velocity in water. We consider solutions for which there is half a
standing wave over the width of the channel, thus λt = 2w with w = 400 µm. Similarly, we
have λl = 2L/n, where L =18.3 mm is the length of the focusing channel. Since w ¿ L,
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f will be dominated by λt, and hence, a very small shift in frequency will result in a
change of the number of pinching regions n. From this relation we can also conclude that
if a microdevice is operated at a fixed frequency, even a small change in the temperature
dependent sound velocity will cause a change in the number of pinching regions.
Device operated in flow-through mode
As a first investigation of the device, the chip was screened in flow-through mode, with
continuous piezo actuation. The frequency of the AC voltage generator was scanned in the
interval between 1.8 MHz and 2.2 MHz, while the separation effect was monitored. In the
whole of this frequency span, a focusing effect of varying intensity was observed. In Fig. 5.3
stitched image frames recorded at three local maxima at a flow rate of 0.1 mL/min are
shown. Of these three, the strongest focusing effect was seen at 1.86 MHz, even though the
transmitted power was set to a lower value for this frequency than for the other two. The
presence of several local maxima is in agreement with the results of the 2D chamber model
simulations. On the other hand, the strong coupling at 1.86 MHz could be interpreted as a
support for the extended 1D model, where the local maxima could stem from the mounted
piezo’s frequency dependence, or from the chip favoring coupling of certain frequencies.
It is clear that more elaborate measurements are required in order to determine how well
the different models agree with real devices.
ﬀ 0.1 mL/min(a) 1.86 MHz
(b) 1.96 MHz
(c) 2.05 MHz
400 µm
Figure 5.3: The separation device in operation at frequencies of (a) 1.86 MHz (b) 1.96 MHz and
(c) 2.05 MHz. For comparison the same flow rate 0.1 mL/min was used in all panels (a)–(c). The
transmitted power was set to 0.5 W in (b) and (c), and to 0.2 W in (a), where a relatively much
stronger focusing effect was found. Note that only the last 6 mm of the 18.35 mm long focusing
channel are shown.
Separation efficiency
The separation efficiency S was quantified at the three previously identified local acoustic
maxima. S is defined as S = Pcenter/Ptot, where the number of particles collected from
the center outlet Pcenter is divided by the total number of particles collected from all three
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outlets Ptot = Pcenter + Pwaste. The transmitted power was set to 0.5 W for frequencies
1.96 MHz and 2.05 MHz, and to 0.2 W for 1.86 MHz. For each frequency, six samples
were collected at three different flow rates. A more efficient separation was achieved for
the frequency of 1.86 MHz than for the other two, see Fig. 5.4. However, by adjusting the
acoustic power and the flow rate, it was possible (at least apparent to visual inspection)
to achieve close to complete separation at all frequencies.
Figure 5.4: Separation efficiency (S = Pcenter/Ptot) versus flow rate at three different frequencies.
The difference in separation efficiency between 1.96 MHz and 2.05 MHz at the flow
rate of 0.1 mL/min could be ascribed to a local focusing asymmetry within the channel
junction. For higher flow velocities, the particles are not sufficiently long within this part of
the channel system to be notably affected by these forces. This assumption is in agreement
with the micro-PIV measurements of the acoustic radiation force presented below (top of
Fig. 5.5).
Measuring the acoustic radiation force with micro-PIV
When the microfluidic device is operated in flow-through mode, it is not possible to de-
termine what the actual focusing patterns look like, since the continuous flow mode yields
an image of the integrated acoustic effect along the full length of the separation chan-
nel. Therefore, in order to get a better understanding of the function of the device, more
qualitative measurements are required, such as stop-flow micro-PIV measurements. Fur-
thermore, the identification of acoustic resonant patterns is facilitated if a larger section
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of the device can be examined. Of course, there is a tradeoff between low and high magni-
fication, as a low magnification has its drawbacks in both reduced in-plane, and in-depth,
resolution. Here, images were recorded at three partially overlapping positions, each with
a total magnification of 3.15×, starting from the channel junction covering a distance
approximately 6 mm upwards in the channel. In Fig. 5.5 the micro-PIV results of mea-
surements performed with no external flow applied, but with the same frequencies and
transmitted powers as were used in the flow-through measurements, are shown. The larger
5 µm particles were used, and thus, the velocity vectors are primarily showing motion of
the particles caused by the acoustic radiation force.
Notably, the results are clearly favoring the 2D chamber model solutions compared
to the extended 1D model. First of all, the velocity vectors are not all pointing directly
towards the middle, and, thus, it is not solely a case of varying intensity along the length
of the channel. Instead, the focusing is performed in certain pinching regions, as suggested
by the chamber model. Secondly, the number of pinching regions is increasing with the
frequency, which was also predicted by the chamber model (see Fig. 5.2).
From the measurements we can see that even though the 2D chamber model gives
valuable and valid information about what the principal focusing pattern will look like, it
is far from an exact representation of the actual resonant pattern formed in the system.
This is because the acoustic resonances are not confined to the microfludic channels only,
but are rather formed over the entire chip. An improved understanding of what the
actual resonances may look like, can be given by a 2D chip model (see Sec. 4.3.3). Two
such solutions, solved for the measured dimensions of the whole device (Fig. 5.1), are
shown in Fig. 5.6. These solutions are examples of global resonances that can explain the
displacements and intensity irregularities of the patterns seen in the separation channel.
However, it is important not to over-interpret the results of the chip model. In the actual
situation there are several effects that are not taken into account by the model, such
as irregular coupling from the resonator, discrepancies between the measured and actual
dimensions of the device, overlapping of resonances, degenerations and 3D effects. In
order to obtain a quantitative agreement, a full 3D simulation is required, including exact
knowledge of the previously mentioned effects. Therefore, it is futile to search for an
exact match between the measured displacements and the resonant patterns given by
the 2D chip model. Nonetheless, the chip model has a value in the understanding of the
formation of the acoustic resonances, although the principal solutions given by the simpler
chamber model can be of larger practical value in a process where a device is designed or
characterized. In contrast, an extended 1D model has little practical value, and is often
misleading.
Acoustic streaming results
So far, we have mainly focused on the acoustic radiation force, which is the acoustic effect
utilized by the separation device. However, at the length scale of microfluidic devices, the
acoustic radiation force is not the only acoustic effect which comes into play - acoustic
streaming is also present [39, 40]. Since the acoustic radiation force scales with the volume
of the particle, the streaming motion can generally be extracted by applying tracer particles
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Figure 5.5: Velocity vectors for particle displacements in zero flow caused by the acoustic radiation
force superimposed on images of transient particle motion. (a) 1.86 MHz, 0.4 s (b) 1.96 MHz, 2 s
and (c) 2.05 MHz, 1 s. The number of pinching regions increases with the frequency. Reference
vectors are shown at the bottom of each panel.
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1.96 MHz
2.05 MHz
Figure 5.6: Chip model simulations shown for two frequencies, supplying an illustration of what
the pressure patterns forming over the whole chip may look like. In comparison with the chamber
model, the patterns inside the channels are more irregular, which is in agreement with the experi-
mental observations. Note that the model underestimates the number of pinching points in respect
to the frequency in the measurements (and in the chamber model).
of smaller size. In this study, we used 1 µm green fluorescent polystyrene spheres. Apart
from the different particles, the streaming measurements were performed under similar
conditions as for the micro-PIV measurements of the acoustic radiation force. The results
are seen in Fig. 5.7.
As is evident, the streaming in the system is fairly weak compared to the much stronger
acoustic radiation forces, and thus, it has minor influence on the functionality of this partic-
ular device. The streaming should, however, not be neglected, and for many micro-devices
utilizing acoustic radiation forces, unwanted streaming could clearly pose a limitation to
the function and efficiency of the same. Also worth noticing is that there is no direct
relation between the acoustic radiation force and the streaming, where in one part of the
channel one can be strong whereas the other is not (comparing Fig. 5.5 and Fig. 5.7).
All in all, it is our recommendation that micro-devices designed to utilize the acoustic
radiation force also should be examined for the presence of streaming, especially in the
case where the acoustic radiation force magnitude is low and particle translation also is
governed by shearing effects, which commonly is the case for particle sizes of 1 µm or
smaller.
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Figure 5.7: Velocity vectors of fluid motion caused by acoustic streaming. 1 µm tracer particles
were used for recordings at (a) 1.86 MHz (b) 1.96 MHz and (c) 2.05 MHz. Reference vector is
shown for 50 µm/s.
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5.1.4 Conclusion
The function of the here investigated chip is not critically depending upon the exactness
of the applied forming acoustic resonances. When operated in flow-through mode, the
more refined effects are not directly apparent, which is most likely the reason why they
have been over-looked, and not investigated, in previous studies. However, for several
proposed micro-devices utilizing acoustic forces (especially for higher order of function-
ality than binary-separation or mixing) the local effects are of great importance to the
outcome, and, thus, the overall success of the device. If the local effects are not under-
stood and controlled, these devices have little chance of making it beyond the proof of
principle stage in the research lab. Therefore, the author suggests that the extended 1D
visualizations of acoustic coupling in microfluidic devices should be avoided, since they
provide a misleading description of the phenomena in these devices. Instead, at least a
simple 2D model should be considered and provided. Furthermore, our results have shown
the importance of performing qualitative spatial measurements (such as those provided by
the micro-PIV method) of the forming acoustic patterns, since the actual outcome of the
acoustic actuation is difficult to predict. This is especially important for devices where
the effect is intended to be confined to a much smaller spatial region than what is the case
in the acoustic separator device examined here.
5.2 Additional examples of acoustically actuated microde-
vices
In this section, other examples of acoustically actuated microdevices subjected to micro-
PIV investigations during the course of the PhD study are provided. Each example is
intended to illustrate some important aspect of acoustically actuated microdevices, as
well as the difficulties involved when performing investigations on the same.
5.2.1 Flow-through measurements in straight channels
The first micro-PIV measurements of acoustic forces that were attempted were performed
in a straight channel with rectangular footprint (width ∼400 µm, height ∼140 µm) in flow-
through mode. These structures, that had already been utilized in a previous research
project [71], were fabricated similar to the acoustic separator described in Sec. 5.1. The
results from this pre-study, both with regards to the revealed acoustic effects as well as
the previously unconsidered constraints to the experimental conditions, heavily influenced
the designs of the devices investigated in Chap. 4. Most of these topics are covered in
Chap. 4 and in Sec. 5.1, and will therefore not be repeated again. Instead, these particular
measurements are recalled to provide a further description of flow-through measurements.
As previously discussed in Chap. 4, the expulsion of tracers from certain regions into
others is a clear limitation when micro-PIV is applied for the investigation of acoustic
forces. Especially so in microdevices where the actuator is operating continuously. For
example, the particles can be subject to acoustic forces upstream of the investigation
region, disrupting the homogeneous particle distribution. The only way to circumvent this
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problem is by decreasing the effect of the acoustic actuation or by increasing the velocity
of the externally applied flow, so that the particle distribution does not become heavily
disrupted. Thereafter, by subtracting the results from consecutive micro-PIV recordings
from the same investigation region, with and without acoustic actuation applied, the
acoustic effects can be separated from the motion of the particles caused by the externally
applied pressure driven flow. However, considering the previously noted requirement that
the motion of the particles caused by the acoustic effects has to be substantially smaller
than the motion caused by the externally applied flow, extreme flow stability is required
in order to succeed with this approach. This is typically not readily achieved in a practical
situation.
One alternative is to utilize the fact that the externally applied pressure driven flow
in a micro-channel is one-directional and typically of laminar nature. As a consequence,
for the measured particle displacement perpendicular to the flow direction, the particle
motion induced by acoustic effects will dominate. An illustration of this is seen in Fig. 5.8,
where (a) shows the total in plane velocity, whereas (b) shows the u-velocity component
only. This measurement reveals that the strength of the acoustic focusing effect is not
(a) u + v velocity (b) u velocity
-6u
v
61.5 mm/s - 50 µm/s
Figure 5.8: Velocity vector maps showing the flow in a straight microchannel with rectangular
footprint recorded with a 20× magnification objective. (a) shows both the u and the v-velocity
components. (b) shows the u-velocity component (v suppressed). In (a), only every second row of
vectors are displayed.
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homogenous along the channel. However, the investigation of the acoustic separator (see
Sec. 5.1) demonstrated that the acoustic focusing effects are not one-directional (as pro-
posed by an extended 1D-model), and therefore, this kind of vector suppression approach
only partly describes the forming acoustic resonances. Therefore, even if flow-through
measurements are desirable, it is the author’s opinion that for investigating acoustic ef-
fects in microdevices the stop-flow approach is the preferred method of the alternatives
that have been presented to date.
5.2.2 Investigation of spatial confinement
In a collaboration with researchers from Royal Institute of Technology, micro-PIV was
applied to quantify the degree of spatial confinement in two variants of acoustically actu-
ated microfluidic devices. A more detailed description of this study, here only described
in brief, is found in Manneberg et al. [70] (see Appendix D). The first of the investigated
micro-chips (denoted as the step chip) consisted of a channel divided into three sections
of different widths. The second device (denoted as the split chip) was more complex and
comprised by several channels where different particles could be combined and separated.
A sketch of the devices is seen in Fig. 5.9. The spatial confinement was achieved by using
a set of transducers, each frequency matched to a specific segment of the channel of a cer-
tain width. This approach to obtain spatial confinement by utilizing channels of different
widths has been demonstrated previously, for instance by the author himself [71, 72].
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Figure 5.9: Footprints of the two micro-chips used in the investigation. Spatial confinement is
achieved by utilizing selective frequency matching to channel segments of different widths [70].
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When the microchips were run in flow-through mode, the acoustic focusing appeared
to be well confined to the designated regions, much like what was seen in flow-through
mode for the acoustic separator in Sec. 5.1. This observation was partly confirmed by
stop-flow measurements (performed analogously to [16]) which are presented in Fig. 5.10.
(a) 2.10 MHz
(b) 2.94 MHz
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Figure 5.10: Stop-flow measurements in the split chip for one of the investigated sites. (a)
Transducer 1 operating at 2.10 MHz. (b) Transducer 2 operating at 2.94 MHz. The acoustic
resonances are effectively confined to the designated regions. The velocity vectors are calculated
using 64×64 pixels interrogation areas with a 50% overlap.
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The investigated “site” shown in this figure corresponds to the first channel junction to
the left side of Fig. 5.9(a).
In Fig. 5.10(a) it is clearly seen that the transducer operating at 2.10 MHz primarily
gives rise to focusing in the left channel of width 375 µm, whereas the second transducer
operating at 2.94 MHz, which is seen in Fig. 5.10(b), is frequency matched to the bottom
channel to the right with a width of 250 µm. When both transducers were applied simulta-
neously, the resulting particle motion was corresponding to the sum of the two [70]. Apart
from measurements at different sites, the forming acoustic patterns were also examined
along the length of the channels. The observed acoustic effects were pronouncedly inho-
mogeneous, and strong focusing could be seen in non-designated regions. However, the
here investigated devices were not suitable for numerical analysis (the footprints were too
extensive and too complex), and in order to understand the formation of these patterns,
comparisons with investigations of less complicated systems, like the acoustic separator
(see Sec. 5.1), are required.
5.2.3 Acoustic streaming at corners
One pronounced acoustic effect, often observed in acoustically actuated microdevices, is
the presence of strong acoustic streaming in the proximity of sharp corners. The governing
physics behind this phenomenon has not been investigated by the author (and to the
author’s knowledge not in any other study), and will therefore not be subject to further
discussion here. However, in order to understand this phenomenon, and eventually to
utilize it in microfluidic devices, experimental observations of this effect are valuable. In
Fig. 5.11, one such example of acoustic streaming at a sharp corner is provided. The figure
shows the same split chip, for which measurements were presented in the previous section,
but performed at the next junction to the right (see Fig. 5.9(a)). The device is actuated
by a transducer operating at 2.94 MHz, and acoustic focusing is achieved in the frequency
matched channel to the bottom left in Fig. 5.11(a). However, even though relatively large
5 µm particles are used as tracers, the highest velocity is recorded for acoustic streaming
in the proximity of the right end of the divider between the two channels. The closeup in
Fig. 5.11(b), shows two rolls of opposed circular motion, where the fastest flow of the fluid
is extending from the sharp point of the wedge. Undoubtedly, if understood and controlled
properly, this is a potentially powerful tool for performing mixing, or other relevant tasks
in microfluidic systems. Vice versa, it is important to know how to avoid, or suppress,
this effect when it is not desired.
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Figure 5.11: Velocity vectors calculated from particle motions in the split chip. The images are
recorded at the second channel junction to the left in Fig. 5.9(a). The transducer is frequency
matched to the bottom left channel in (a), but the highest velocity is recorded from acoustic
streaming. (b) shows a closeup of the streaming pattern in the proximity of the wedge. The inter-
rogation area used was 32×32 pixels with a 50% overlap. The velocity vectors are superimposed
on top of the forming particle pattern after 8 seconds of actuation.
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5.2.4 Acoustic streaming in circle chip
A number of acoustic test devices of various footprints were manufactured in the same
batch process as the acoustic devices examined in Chap. 4. Here, one of these devices,
consisting of a row of partly overlapping circles (400 µm in diameter), is presented. As
for all devices in this batch, the depth of the circle chip was 200 µm throughout. When
examined while in operation, the chip displays several interesting behaviors. One example
is shown in Figs. 5.12 and 5.13, where the motion of 1 µm particles is measured at three
different depths of the device. The transducer was frequency matched to the diameter of
the circles (operating at 2.013 MHz) and the images were recorded in fluorescent mode
using a 20×magnification objective (NA = 0.4). The presence of strong acoustic streaming
in the proximity of wedges and corners was demonstrated in Sec. 5.2.3. The same effect
could be seen at the wedges in the circle chip, for instance, in the middle, and to the
right side of Fig. 5.13(b). However, the most interesting result displayed in Fig. 5.13 is
the pronounced 3D nature of the flow, which becomes apparent when the direction of the
velocity vectors in (a)–(c) are compared. In the top and the bottom of the channel, the
flow direction is away from the central horizontal line. In contrast, the flow is directed
towards the same in the middle of the channel. This flow behavior can be explained by
the presence of four streaming rolls as shown in Fig. 5.12.
In this thesis, the focus has been primarily on the in-plane acoustic effects. The present
example clearly shows that even if the 3D effects caused by acoustic streaming in many
cases can be disregarded (in the case with microdevices utilizing the acoustic radiation
force and large particles), they should not be neglected. In fact, when subject to screening
for the presence of acoustic streaming, most microdevices examined in this study exhibit
3D streaming behavior for several frequencies. More in depth studies of 3D effects are of
clear interest for the overall understanding of acoustic devices.
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Figure 5.12: Sketch of the circle chip as seen from the side. The 2D measurements at different
depths in Fig. 5.13 indicate the presence of four streaming rolls in the vertical direction of the
channel.
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Figure 5.13: Circle chip acoustically actuated at 2.013 MHz. The motion of 1 µm particles
is measured at (a) the top, (b) the middle and (c) the bottom of the microchip. The opposing
directions of the velocity vectors at the different measurement depths clearly indicates the presence
of 3D streaming motion.
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Chapter 6
Stereoscopic micro-PIV
6.1 Introduction
The third major part of the PhD study was devoted to the development of a viewing
configuration for stereoscopic micro-PIV, using mm-sized mirrors. The final outcome of
this study was the paper [18], which is presented in Sec. 6.4. A short introduction to
stereoscopic PIV is provided in Sec. 6.2. The paper [18] is also making several references
to the Scheimpflug principle [73], and therefore, a presentation of this principle has been
included in Sec. 6.3. A description of some of the underlaying work, including several
illustrations, is found in Chap. 7. Supplementary material on fabrication is provided in
Appendices C and E.
6.2 Stereoscopic PIV
With the stereoscopic PIV method it is possible to calculate a 3D velocity vector field
from two 2D velocity fields of the same flow field, where the two 2D velocity fields are
recorded at different angles. In order to perform the 3D evaluation a numerical model
is required, which describes how objects in the measurement region are mapped onto
the images recorded by the cameras. In principle, this mapping can be calculated if the
physical conditions (such as the viewing angles, the distances between the cameras and the
measurement region, magnification of lenses, etc) are known. However, such an approach
is not practical, and in an experimental situation the calibration is performed by recording
images of a calibration target inserted in the measurement region. The calibration target
is marked with dots (typically positioned in a grid pattern) for mapping of the object
coordinates (X and Y ). The model parameters are obtained by comparing the known
marker positions in the measurement region with their recorded positions (x and y) of
their respective image on each camera. In this study, a so called direct linear transformed
(DLT) has been used [87], where the perspective projection (for each view) is expressed
by:
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where wi and wo are constants. The perspective projection maps a rectangle (the
image recorded by the CCD) onto a general four-sided polygon. The mapping is then
used to combine the two 2D velocity vector fields recorded from the separate angles, for
instance by matching the nearest neighboring vectors. The velocity components for each
vector in 3D (U , V and W ) are found by solving
u1 =U + V +W (6.2a)
v1 =U + V +W (6.2b)
u2 =U + V +W (6.2c)
v2 =U + V +W, (6.2d)
where u1, v1, u2 and v2 are the known velocity components of the two 2D velocity
vectors, respectively. The calibration implementation which has been used in this study
is documented in the software manual for the program Flowmanager (Dantec Dynamics).
Some more information on the calibration can also be found in Sec. 6.4.2.
6.3 The Scheimpflug principle
In the following description we consider a system consisting of a recording media (a CCD),
an optical lens and a flat target. For each object, we imagine a straight line drawn through
each object, thus, an image plane (CCD), a lens plane and an object plane (target) are
introduced. In a camera, the lens plane and the image plane are normally positioned
parallel to each other. If we view a flat target positioned in the object plane at an angle
with respect to the normal of the object plane, only the central part of the target will be
recorded in focus. This is a problem in stereoscopic PIV, because in order for the method
to work the two views have to overlap (the same particles recorded by both cameras).
The problem is circumvented by introducing a Scheimpflug correction [73], in practice by
tilting the image plane with respect to the lens plane (see Fig. 6.1). The Scheimpflug
condition is satisfied if,
tanα =
F
d− F tan θ. (6.3)
F is the focal length of the objective, θ is the displacement of the lens with respect
to the normal of the object plane (given by the figure) and d is the distance between the
center of the lens and the center of the calibration target. In Fig. 6.1, θ1 and α1 are drawn
equal to θ2 and α2, although this is not a requirement of the method. The 2D description
of the Scheimpflug principle is fully translatable into a 3D description.
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Figure 6.1: A demonstration of the Scheimpflug principle, here drawn for two cameras (mirrored
at the normal of the object plane) as it is utilized in standard stereo-PIV. The same principle is,
however, relevant in stereoscopic micro-PIV. The Scheimpflug criterion is fulfilled when all three
planes (image, lens and object) intersect in a common point (line in 3D space), as drawn in the
figure.
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A compact viewing configuration for stereoscopic
micro-PIV utilizing mm-sized mirrors
S. M. Hagsa¨ter1, C. H. Westergaard2, H. Bruus1, and J. P. Kutter1
1Department of Micro- and Nanotechnology, DTU Nanotech Bldg. 345 east, Technical
University of Denmark, DK-2800 Kgs. Lyngby, Denmark
2Vestas Wind Systems A/S, Frederiksborgvej 399, 4000 Roskilde, Denmark
When applying PIV to micrometer-resolution systems, the out-of-plane velocity
component has shown to be much more difficult to obtain than the two in-plane
velocity components. In this work we present a novel stereoscopic viewing con-
figuration, for stereoscopic micro-PIV, utilizing mm-sized mirrors introduced in
front of the microscope objective lens. Attractive applications, where the ad-
vantage of the mirror viewing configuration system could be utilized, include
(on-chip) miniaturization and the potential to introduce more than two simulta-
neous viewing angles. Here, a first validation of our system is presented including
stereoscopic micro-PIV measurements in a micro-fabricated test device.
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6.4.1 Introduction
In microfluidic systems the limited optical access poses restrictions to flow velocity mea-
surements. With the micro-PIV technique [8] the two in-plane velocity components can
readily be obtained due to the combination of volumetric illumination and focal suppres-
sion [9]. However, in many microfluidic scenarios the objective is to quantify a flow of
three-dimensional nature, and it is therefore desirable to measure all three velocity com-
ponents.
In standard PIV, stereoscopic methods have been used for many years by aiming two
individual cameras onto the same planar light sheet either with lateral displacement (object
plane, lens plane and image plane remain parallel; no distortion is introduced) or angular
displacement (the image plane must be tilted according to the Scheimpflug condition [73]
in order to maintain focus in the object plane; perspective distortion is introduced) [75, 76].
Angular displacement is the most widely used, since one gains better focusing with normal
optics at large viewing angles. The viewing angle between the cameras is best at 2×45◦,
because with a right angle the measurement resolution will be the same in all directions.
Due to practical limitations, smaller angles are often used, but nevertheless these angles are
still relatively large. An alternative solution utilizing lateral displacement was presented
by [77]. In their system, a set of mirrors was used to create stereoscopic views, and a
single camera was used to record image frames.
Scaling the standard stereo PIV setup down to accommodate microfluidic applications
poses the challenges of utilizing volumetric illumination (just as in ordinary micro-PIV),
and finding physical room for large aperture light collecting lenses sufficiently close to
the microfluidic device, while maintaining a sufficiently large angle between the views.
An apparent straightforward solution would be to utilize a stereo microscope. These
can be found in two different types: the common main objective type (CMO), which
utilizes lateral displacement, and the Greenough type, which basically utilizes angular
displacement (the optics are adapted for microscopy eye-viewing purpose, so there is no
Scheimpflug correction). The main benefits with the Greenough configuration are the high
numerical aperture and the high optical resolution. The main advantages with the more
popular CMO configuration are that there is no perspective distortion and that infinity
optics are used. The main drawbacks with the CMO configuration are the need for a large
front lens and the limited optical magnification readily available.
However, the main limitation of stereoscopic micro-PIV realizations using standard
stereo microscopes is in particular the angle between the views, since these microscopes
are adapted to the human requirement of a convergence angle of around 10◦ to 12◦.
This poses a limitation with respect to the resolution of the out-of-plane velocity compo-
nents. Successful applications of stereo micro-PIV using stereo microscopes can be found
in [78], [79] and [80]. An alternative method is demonstrated by [81]. Here, by using
the translation method in an ordinary microscope, the 3D flow velocities are obtained by
recombining two view angles from a “fly-over” performed in a cartographic manner.
There are also examples of other non-stereoscopic particle-based velocimetry tech-
niques, with which it is feasible to derive the out-of-plane flow components in microfluidic
systems. Some recent publications include: deconvolution microscopy [82], holographic
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methods [83], optically sliced methods [84], and continuity based techniques [85]. How-
ever, the working principles and validation of these methods will not be subject to further
discussion in this manuscript.
In the stereoscopic micro-PIV realization presented in this paper, the single optical
path of an upright research microscope is utilized. The two respective inclined views are
achieved by placing a set of mm-sized mirrors (coated glass prisms) between the sample
to be investigated and the microscope objective front lens. One advantage of this setup is
the high level of adaptability that it provides. For instance, the angle between the views
can be made larger than what is typically given by a stereo microscope lens, which is a
limiting factor for the accuracy of the stereoscopic micro-PIV method.
An additional benefit is the potential to include the splitter mirror system directly
in contact with or as a part of the microfluidic system [86]. This would allow routine
inspections to be performed at defined positions, using a standard microscope. Such a
system would greatly benefit from miniaturized mirror sets, allowing for higher magnifi-
cation objectives to be used. Alternatively to the previous solution, the splitter system
could be integrated with the front lens of the microscope objective. Such a configuration
would allow free in-plane translational movement of the substrate, thus, readily allowing
multiple points of inspection. Other benefits would be the simpler handling, including
no requirement for pre-alignment of the mirrors, less clutter of workspace and the ability
to perform faster calibrations. Finally, by expanding the same principal design, a mirror
system allowing more than two views is feasible. Such a system could be utilized in a first
realization of tomographic micro-PIV.
The potential of a viewing configuration utilizing mm-sized mirrors is demonstrated
in two experimental setups. First, by an in-air example where the displacement of immo-
bilized micro-particles is measured. And, secondly, through an investigation of the flow
over a step in a microfluidic channel.
6.4.2 Materials and methods
Experimental setup
The central component of the experimental setup used in this study is the mirroring
system, placed between the front lens of the microscope objective and the sample. It
consists of three custom-made glass prisms with reflecting coatings that are aligned with
respect to each other, as shown in Fig. 6.2. With this arrangement, two separate views
from different angles will be obtained. To facilitate the alignment of the mirrors a special
holder was designed (see Fig. 6.3), in which the central prism is held in place above
a 6×6 mm square hole in the 2 mm thick holder substrate. The two side prisms are
positioned in the 10 mm wide carved tracks extending horizontally from the central prism.
The holder was in turn placed onto a 2 mm thick lever (not shown here), extending from
a translational stage, which allowed the mirror system to be fine-positioned between the
microscope objective and the sample.
Images were recorded with a HiSense MkII CCD camera (Dantec Dynamics), mounted
with a 0.63× TV-adapter on a research microscope (Leica DMLB). The mirror system was
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Figure 6.2: Ray-tracing through the mirroring system used in the experiments. The height of
the central prism is 1.5 mm providing a top angle of 90◦, whereas the side mirrors are designed
with a 54◦ degree angle, as shown in the figure. The ray-bundles A1–A3 and B1–B3 show how the
inclined views in the investigation region will be positioned in relation to each other at the image
plane (as viewed by the CCD). Note that the ray-paths cross over in the microscope.
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Figure 6.3: Top panel shows a picture of the holder with the prisms inserted. The central prism,
20 mm wide, is fixed in position in the middle of the holder. The side prisms, 10 mm wide, can
be moved back and forth along the 10 mm wide and 1 mm deep tracks. There is a square hole
(6×6 mm) in the center of the holder, which, in the figure, is covered by the mirrors. Bottom panel
shows a sketch of the arrangement as seen from the side.
designed to be used with a 5× magnification objective (N Plan, Leica), with a numerical
aperture, NA, of 0.12. With this combination, the total magnification was 3.15×, providing
a field of view of 2.1×2.8 mm.
The samples were illuminated from below by two light emitting diodes (Luxeon Star
3W, Lumileds), mounted with plastic focusing lenses (FFLI, Fraen Srl) [15]. The LEDs
were controlled by a PIV timing system (Dantec Dynamics) and powered by an in-house
built power supply, allowing the light pulses to be synchronized individually with the
camera. The diodes were positioned manually with the tip of the lenses ∼25 mm apart,
and at a distance ∼35 mm below the level of the microscope’s translational stage. When
fluorescent signal was recorded, a short pass filter (500 nm, Thorlabs), was positioned
between the LEDs and the microfluidic chip, and an I3 filter cube (Leica) was inserted in
the filter turret. In the flow measurements, green fluorescent polystyrene particles (5 µm
diameter, Duke Scientific), were used to trace the flow. For the in-air measurements, the
same 5 µm polystyrene beads were immobilized in epoxy resin, and spread out in a thin
layer onto a glass wafer.
The calibration targets were defined through UV-lithography of positive photo-resist
spun on top of a 500 µm thick pyrex glass wafer. They consisted of 5×11 dots, 100 µmwide,
equally spaced 200 µm center-to-center. An origin was defined by making the centermost
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dot larger (150 µm wide), and enclosing it with four smaller dots (75 µm wide). The
same type of target was used for both the in-air measurements and the micro-chip flow
measurements.
The flow measurements were performed in a microfluidic chip, consisting of a rectan-
gular channel manufactured through welding of glass pieces (channel dimensions 1×14×
48 mm). The ridge (dimensions 0.5×14×10 mm) and the target (height ∼700 µm) were
positioned manually into the channel, which afterwards was sealed with a ∼140 µm thick
glass lid.
The image acquisitions, image manipulations, 3D-calibrations and calculations were
all performed on a PC with Flowmanager software (Dantec Dynamics).
Stereoscopic calibration and the “no Scheimpflug” condition
For the measurements presented in this paper, the stereoscopic calibration was performed
in the same way as in a macroscopic PIV system using a calibration target and a translation
stage, taking pictures at five different levels of depth. For these initial studies a direct
linear transform as explained in [87] was used for the mapping between the investigation
region and the image plane (CCD). The implementation is documented in the software
manual for the program Flowmanager (Dantec Dynamics). An example of a recorded
image frame, showing the calibration target from the two respective views (at Z = 0) is
shown in Fig. 6.4 (see figure caption for additional information). As shown in the figure,
the two views are recorded onto the same image frame.
For the in-air calibrations, the calibration target was traversed step-wise in the vertical
direction, from -100 µm to 100 µm. To achieve a correct calibration in water, the cali-
bration target’s position inside the microchannel should be adjusted. This is to account
for the difference in refractive index between water and air. However, this approach was
not feasible using the current test structure, where the calibration target was locked in its
position. Instead, the calibration was performed in a similar way as for the in-air calibra-
tion, but here the whole microchip (filled with water) was traversed step-wise between Z
values of -100 µm to 100 µm. This gives an adequately correct calibration in the X and
Y directions, but the Z direction is wrong by the depth magnification in water. This was
compensated for in the software by multiplying the actual vertical displacements with the
refractive index of water (1.33), corresponding to step-wise displacements of +/-133 µm,
as if the target had been moved inside the water filled channel. This was found to be a
sufficient enough approach for this first feasibility study of our stereoscopic viewing con-
figuration, but since this calibration method has clear limitations as to its applicability
for the investigation of lab-on-a-chip systems, other calibrations methods (such as pre-
sented in [88]) are generally recommended. The splitting mirror system was held in a
fixed position with respect to the microscope objective, and the target plate was moved
with the microscope’s focusing translation stage. The central calibration position (Z = 0)
was chosen so that the middle column of dots on the calibration target was in focus in
both views.
When the target is traversed in the vertical direction, the dots’ in-plane positions are
shifted (in the image plane). For the in-air measurements, a movement of 6.75 µm in Z
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Figure 6.4: Recorded image frame (transformed into a binary image by contrast enhancement)
showing the calibration target from the two respective angular views. A1–A3 and B1–B3 corre-
spond to the same notations as in the cross-sectional view in Fig. 6.2. Grid-nets showing the linear
transform are superimposed on top of the dots (view 1, dark gray and view 2, bright gray) and
the common origin is indicated by the ‘+’-marks.
was found to result in a one pixel in-plane displacement. Since the in-plane resolution is
2.0 µm per pixel, this corresponds to a depth resolution of roughly 1/3 of the in-plane
resolution, or an angle between the views of ∼34◦. For the measurements in the micro-
chip, the calibration was performed similarly, with a movement of 8.9 µm in Z resulting
in a one pixel in-plane displacement. Due to the air-glass-water transition, here the angle
between the two views was found to be ∼26◦, which corresponds to a depth resolution of
about 1/4 of the in-plane resolution.
In a classical setup, where two cameras are used for recording stereoscopic views,
the Scheimpflug condition [73] can be satisfied by tilting the cameras’ image planes (the
CCDs) according to the object plane. However, the stereoscopic viewing configuration
described here has not yet been accommodated to include multiple CCDs; so far, only a
single CCD has been used. Thus, with respect to a flat target, or a common measurement
plane, the two focus planes will be tilted according to the viewing angles (see Fig. 6.5).
This is a clear limitation of the current setup, but not a drawback of the single optical
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path configurations as such, and suggestions on designs that circumvent this limitation
are discussed further below.
Target plane
View 1
View
2
Focu
s pla
ne 2
Focus plane 1
100 µm
Figure 6.5: A cross-sectional view of how the focus planes are located for the two respective
angular views. In the figure, the displacement of the focus planes with respect to the target plane,
+/–17◦, is given for inspection in air using the current setup. The depth of focus is indicated by
the dashed lines, here drawn with a +/–100 µm separation from the focus planes.
6.4.3 Results
Displacement measurements conducted in air
As a first validation of the method, displacement measurements of immobilized particles
(conducted in air) were performed. For this experiment, the 5 µm polystyrene beads were
mixed with epoxy resin, and thereafter spread out in a thin layer onto a diced pyrex glass
wafer of the same thickness as the calibration target. Double-image frames were composed
from single frames, where the microscope’s translational stage was used to displace the
particles (in one of the directions, X, Y or Z) between the two recordings. The results
from these displacement measurements are seen in Fig. 6.6. Qualitatively, no displacement
in Z is measured for translations in-plane, and, contrariwise, no in-plane displacements are
measured for the translation in Z. This is the most important result of this experiment,
as it shows that the proposed stereoscopic micro-PIV approach is capable of separating
displacements in three dimensions. Due to the fact that all the particles are located within
a thin sheet, and given the relatively large depth of focus of the system, homogeneous
displacements are measured for a fairly large part of the image field (+/–150 µm in-plane
from the intersection). However, for larger distances from the intersection, due to the lack
of overlap between the two views, the displacements could not be quantified.
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(a) Translation in X
(b) Translation in Y
(c) Translation in Z
Figure 6.6: The measured displacement of translations (a) ∼33 µm in X, (b) ∼30 µm in Y and (c)
∼24 µm in Z, respectively. The interrogation area used was 64×64 pixels, with a 75×50% overlap.
Displayed is the average of the 10 middle vectors for each column, with error bars showing the
min and max values within each data set. For larger displacements from the center, due to the no
Scheimpflug condition, there is not enough overlap between the two views to produce valid vectors.
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Measurement of flow over a micro-step
In the next experiment, the flow over an upwards step in a micro-channel was measured.
Here, the addition of volume illumination further restrains the workable measurement
region of the current one-CCD system. Nonetheless, we are able to obtain valid 3D
velocity data in a common region around the center, where the focus planes for the two
views have a large overlap (as was shown in Fig. 6.5). The system was calibrated with the
calibration target positioned inside the micro-channel (which was filled with water during
the calibration) and thereafter, the stage was traversed (15 mm) in-plane to the position
of the step. Measurements were performed in three partly overlapping positions: directly
over the step, and approximately +/–1 mm upstream and downstream with respect to the
middle position, as shown in Figs. 6.7(a–c). All three measurements were performed in
the center of the channel (total width 14 mm) in consecutive order. For measurements in
water, with 5 µm particles, the depth of correlation [10] is about 200 µm. Double image
frames with a time separation of 30 ms were recorded in fluorescent mode [15] using LED
illumination pulses of 2 ms. Velocity vectors were calculated using adaptive correlation
with an interrogation area of 64×64 and an overlap of 50%. For each position 100 double
images were used for averaging.
The measured velocity V was ∼125 µm/s upstream and ∼300 µm/s downstream of
the step. The out of plane velocity W was close to zero, except for just before the step,
where the measurement indicated the presence of an upward flow (see Fig. 6.7(b)). Finally,
the velocity U , perpendicular to the main flow direction V was close to zero through the
investigated region. The measured velocities were validated by comparison with calculated
velocities for a 2D-cross sectional model, using COMSOL finite element method software
(displayed as lines in Fig. 6.7). This comparison showed a good agreement between the
two.
Discussion
With the two experimental test examples, we have demonstrated the capability of the
stereoscopic viewing configuration for reliable 3D velocity measurements. In the current
realization a magnification of 3.15× was used, corresponding to a total field of view of two
times 2.1×1.4 mm. In practice, however, because the current realization does not fulfill
the Scheimpflug condition, the measurements were limited to be performed in the vicinity
of the common optical axis only. Nonetheless, this should not be interpreted as a general
limitation of the single optical axis stereo viewing principle as such. By adjusting the
angles and the position of the mirrors it is possible to create a larger separation between
the views in the image plane, which in turn would allow the views to be captured by
individual CCDs. Alternatively, the two views could be separated perpendicularly to the
microscope’s principal axis by fitting additional splitting mirrors in the optical train, after
the tube lens (more complex solutions including glass materials or lenses could also be
imagined). However, these further developments towards a more complete system are
beyond the scope of this study, where the main focus has been on the components placed
in between the sample of investigation and the microscope’s objective.
Another line of investigation for the future would be to shrink the mirror setup to
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Figure 6.7: Measured (dots) and calculated (lines) velocities of the flow (a) upstream, (b) above,
and (c) downstream of a step in a micro-channel. The error-bars are showing the standard-
deviation, which, as expected from the angle between the views being smaller than 45◦, is larger
for the in-depth velocity component W than for the in-plane velocity components U and V . The
calculated velocities are displayed for a height of 750 µm from the model’s bottom boundary wall.
This depth was chosen to fit with the measured velocity V .
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fit to higher magnification systems. With the current realization, it should be possible
to make a model to fit to, at least, a 10× magnification, though it would require some
modifications with respect to the alignment and handling of the system. Naturally, the
increased resolution by itself would be an improvement, but the true objective would
be to investigate how to incorporate stereoscopic viewing ability during the fabrication or
packaging of micro-devices, utilizing the same stereoscopic viewing principle as proposed in
this manuscript. This would allow routine inspection to be performed at defined positions,
using a standard microscope. An alternative for future studies would be to inquire into an
integration of the splitter system directly with the front lens of the microscope objective.
Such a configuration would facilitate handling, and would be practical for multiple points
of inspection, or scanning, experiments. A final suggestion for future applications would
be to expand the same principal design to include more than two views. Such a system
could then be utilized as a first realization of tomographic micro-PIV.
It should also be mentioned that there are other ways in which our system could be
improved, more related to the implementation of the stereoscopic micro-PIV method. For
instance, one way to increase the accuracy is by introducing a pre-processing procedure
to remove invalid particles, i.e., particles that are only appearing (in focus) in one of the
views [80]. Furthermore, the calibration procedure used in this study is not practical for
most microfluidic applications, but there are examples of other calibration procedures,
which we propose to implement [88].
6.4.4 Conclusions
We have successfully demonstrated the functionality of the optical setup and shown that
reliable result can be obtained. The current system still has a number of shortcomings,
where first and foremost the system does not fulfill the Scheimpflug condition. However, we
have several suggestions on how to engineer a solution to this limitation. Other potential
improvements include mirrors designed to be used with higher magnification objectives,
further increase of the angle between the views and realizations with stereoscopic viewing
incorporated on-chip.
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end of paper
Chapter 7
Additional material on
stereoscopic micro-PIV
This chapter features additional material on the stereoscopic micro-PIV realization, that
was presented in Chap. 6. This includes relevant information about the design process of
the mirror system. Several illustrations showing the materials and equipments that were
used in this study are also supplied, since the manuscript format of the previous chapter
did not allow to go into more detail. Finally, the suggestions for improvements and further
developments mentioned in Sec. 6.4.3 and Sec. 6.4.4 are repeated and expanded.
7.1 Initial studies
The stereoscopic viewing project was initialized by a study exploring the possibility to
incorporate slanted mirrors in microdevices. The idea was to investigate if such configu-
rations could be used to obtain side views of the flow inside microdevices, in addition to
the top views. Such recordings would be of interest for devices where the most dominant,
or interesting, features of the flow are in the top/bottom direction. Several initial exper-
iments were performed, similar to the one presented here. In this particular example, a
thin glass capillary with a rectangular cross-section, 30 µm×300 µm (VitroCom), was used
(see Fig. 7.1). The capillary was put in close proximity to a mirror (i.e., a diced polished
silicon wafer), which was positioned at a 45◦ angle as shown in the insert in Fig. 7.1. The
capillary and the mirror were thereafter placed under the microscope. As we can see in
the figure, with this setup it is possible to record images of the capillary as seen from both
the top (a) and the side (b). However, with this configuration it is not possible to get
both of the views in focus at the same time, since the optical path is longer for the side
view (as seen in the insert in Fig. 7.1). There are different configurations (not shown here)
through which it is possible to control the optical path lengths, and, thus, allowing simul-
taneous recording with a 90◦ angle between the views. However, such solutions require
several mirrors, which makes them difficult to incorporate on-chip. Further efforts in this
direction were therefore abandoned. Instead, the idea of developing a stereoscopic viewing
configuration emerged, where the experience that had been gained from constructing and
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working with small mirror systems could be utilized.
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Figure 7.1: Recorded image frames of fluorescent particles inside a thin glass capillary. Due to
the arrangement with the mirror it is possible to record both a top view and a side view of the
capillary simultaneously. However, since the optical path length is longer for the side view than
for the top view (see the arrows in the infold), it is not possible to have both of the views in focus
at the same time. (a) Top view in focus. (b) Side view in focus.
7.2 First stereoscopic viewing configuration
7.2.1 Design
The first mirror prototypes were built using diced silicon wafers, glued onto blocks and
rods sawn out from polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) substrate, which were used as
support. It was not trivial to assemble these components with high precision, especially
cutting out the thin triangle-shaped rod used as support for the central mirror. From
a design perspective, the mirrors made from silicon substrate were also unsuitable, since
the thickness of the wafers prevented making the top of the central mirror sharp. The
truncated angle is limiting the usable field of view of the setup. In addition, silicon is a
fairly poor reflector and in the visible spectrum only about 50% of the incident light is
reflected. All in all, in order to create a workable stereoscopic viewing configuration, it was
evident that mirrors composed in some other way were required. Standard mirrors with
the desired properties and the small size required by the application were not available
from the main manufacturers. However, the author was fortunate to get recommended
to a company (Union Optic Inc.) that fabricates custom made optical components at an
affordable price. The first set of mirrors that was ordered, is seen in Figs. 7.2(a–c). The
dimensions and angles of these first prisms were found using CorelDRAW software as a
design tool.
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Figure 7.2: The first stereoscopic viewing configuration. (a) Sketch of side prism. (b) Sketch of
central prism. (c) Photograph of the prisms. Note that the side mirrors are upside down. (d) The
holder for the mirrors. (e) The prisms positioned on the holder as seen from the side. Pieces of
magnetic tape (thickness 1 mm) are used to hold the mirrors in place. (f) The holder equipped
with a supporting frame.
7.2.2 Experimental setup and results
In this configuration, the prisms were positioned on top of a holder (seen in Fig. 7.2(d))
manufactured in high-grade steel. Pieces of magnetic tape were attached to the bottom
of the prisms. With this arrangement, the magnetic force held the prisms in place on the
holder, but their positions could still be adjusted. The tape is visible in the side view in
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Fig. 7.2(e). The holder was placed in an elevated position, a few mm above the sample
that was to be investigated (i.e., a microfluidic device), with the help of PMMA blocks.
With this setup it was possible to record high quality images, as displayed in Fig. 7.3.
In the figure, a stereoscopic view of three rings, laser ablated in a polymer substrate, is
shown.
However, very small displacements of the mirrors had a large impact on the functioning
of the setup, and the alignment of the mirrors was both delicate and time consuming.
Therefore, another approach was tested, where the magnetic tape was abandoned and the
holder was supplied with a frame (see Fig. 7.2(f)). This configuration did make it easier to
control the distance between the prisms. However, the desired angles between the mirrors
(ideally they should be placed parallel to each other) were still difficult to obtain. Another
practical challenge of the first setup was the way in which the holder was positioned with
the PMMA blocks placed directly on the microdivice. Finally, a technical problem arose
in that the mirror coating did not stick very well to the glass-prisms, and after some time
of usage it started to come off. In the following Sec. 7.3 the solutions to these problems
are presented.
Figure 7.3: Image frame showing stereoscopic views of three rings patterned in a polymer sub-
strate. The arrows are pointing at some common features.
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7.3 Second stereoscopic viewing configuration
The stereoscopic viewing configuration and the experimental setup presented in this section
are the ones that were used in the measurements presented in Chap. 6. This was the last
design that was assembled and evaluated experimentally during the course of this study.
7.3.1 Design – ray-tracing
For a person who is not an optics expert it can be difficult to comprehend the details
of the optical pathways and the image formation in a microscope, since the “image” is
inverted and displaced in the optical train. This understanding is not achieved more
easily after the addition of a mirror system placed in front of the microscope’s objective.
In order to examine the effects resulting from changing the angles, the positions and the
separation between the mirrors, ray-tracing (using Raytrace, IME software) was therefore
applied in the design process (see Fig. 7.4). In essence, a full 2D-model of the microscope’s
optical train and the mirrors of the stereoscopic viewing configuration were assembled in
the program. This model made it possible to trace rays from the object plane to the
image plane, and vice versa. The first stereoscopic viewing configuration was also used to
investigate some of the results obtained from the model experimentally. Some concepts
that are important for the (optical) design of the stereoscopic viewing configuration are
discussed below.
(a) (b)
Image plane
Investigation
region
Figure 7.4: 2D ray-tracing through the microscope and the mirror system from the image plane
to the investigation region. (a) A closeup showing the mirrors and the investigation region. (b) A
closeup at the image plane, showing the origin of three ray-bundles.
Free working distance of the microscope’s objective
The free working distance of the microscope’s objective (the distance between the tip of
the objective and the sample) needs to be substantially large, so that there is enough room
to introduce the mirror system. Remember that the light path is bent inside the mirror
system, so with the mirrors inserted the microscope’s objective will need to be closer
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than normal to the sample. This can be a problem with the method, especially for high
magnification objectives, which typically are placed very close to the sample. However,
for the 5× microscope objective used in this study the free working distance was 14 mm,
and it was not a limiting factor of the current realization.
Overlap between the views in the investigation region
If the top angle of the central prisms is fixed at 90◦, the angle of the side mirrors will
determine the angle between the views of the stereoscopic viewing configuration. The
mirror system has to be adjusted, according to the angle of the side mirrors, so that both
views are aligned to observe the same investigation region. This is done by adjusting
the height of the whole mirror system in relation to the sample, and by moving the side
prisms closer or further away from the central prism. The elevation of the mirrors with
respect to the sample increases with smaller angles between the views. Therefore, the free
working distance will at some point pose a limitation as to which viewing angles can be
engineered. Fortunately, this is not a major problem because a large angle between the
views is typically desired.
Separation between the views in the image plane
It is not sufficient that the two views overlap in the investigation region, but the mirror
system also has to achieve a separation between the views in the image plane. For a
certain angle of the side mirrors, position of the mirror system and distance between the
side prisms and the central prisms, there will be a total overlap of the two views in the
image plane (as in Fig. 7.4(b)). In Fig. 6.2, a separation of the views has been achieved by
moving the mirror system 0.5 mm upward in the Z-direction and the side prisms 0.25 mm
closer to the central prism (compared to the system in Fig. 7.4). These changes do not
affect the viewing angle, and the overlap between the views in the investigation region is
maintained.
7.3.2 Materials
For the second stereoscopic viewing configuration, apart from the changed angle of the
side mirrors, other modifications were made to improve the experimental setup. The
new prisms and the new holder are seen in Fig. 7.5. The central prism was made longer
(20 mm), so that it could be locked in position at the center of the holder. The alignment of
the side prisms was made easier by the introduction of grooves of matching width extending
perpendicular to the central prism. The side prisms were also enlarged to facilitate their
parallelization with respect to the central mirror.
Changes were also made to the setup, which can be seen in Fig. 7.6. The greatest
improvement was the introduction of a lever, mounted on a translational stage. Through
this arrangement, it was possible to fine position the mirrors between the microscope’s
objective and the sample under investigation. Finally, the coating formula for the mirroring
surfaces was changed by the manufacturer, and the second generation of prisms did not
have a problem with decaying mirrors.
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Figure 7.5: The second stereoscopic viewing configuration. (a) Sketch of side prism. (b) Sketch
of central prism. Note that the length of the central prism has been increased compared to the
previous system. The photograph shows the new holder (c) and the new prisms (d).
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Holder
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Figure 7.6: (a) The holder with mirrors placed on a lever extending from a translational stage.
There is a hole in the lever, which in the figure is covered by the mirror system. (b) A closeup of
the holder with mirrors. (c) Lever with holder and mirrors inserted in position between the sample
and the microscope’s objective. The illumination is from the back with two LEDs, positioned with
an angle in between.
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7.4 Further development and improvements
The stereoscopic viewing configuration presented in this thesis only exists on a prototype
level and there are several possible improvements to the setup, which would facilitate the
handling. In general, it would be useful if the whole system could be built upon some
rigid framework, allowing high precision positioning of all the separate components. This
is mainly an engineering task since the working principles have been demonstrated in this
work.
7.4.1 Engineering of Scheimpflug correction
Different suggestions on how to engineer a Scheimpflug correction for the stereoscopic
viewing configuration were mentioned in Sec. 6.4.3. These solutions are illustrated and
explained in Fig. 7.7.
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Figure 7.7: Different solutions to engineer a Scheimpflug condition. The arrows are indicating
the ray-paths for the two views respectively. (a) The mirror system placed below the microscope’s
objective are adjusted for larger separation between views, allowing fitting of two cameras. (b)
Alternative solution where additional splitting mirrors are introduced, separating the views to the
sides. (c) Solution where the focus is adapted by the addition of glass prisms.
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7.4.2 Tomographic micro-PIV
One technique that has attracted a lot of interest in the last years is tomographic PIV [89].
With this technique, several simultaneous views (recorded by 3–6 cameras) are utilized to
make a 3D reconstruction of the flow field. Research on tomographic PIV has not been a
part of this PhD study, and will therefore not be described in more detail. However, the
stereoscopic viewing configuration here presented could offer a solution for a realization of
tomographic micro-PIV, which has not been demonstrated to date.
One of the difficulties involved in tomographic micro-PIV is to fit several cameras in a
very limited space. Moreover, the current stereoscopic micro-PIV realizations using stan-
dard stereo-microscopes can not be expanded to allow mounting of more than two cameras.
In Sec. 6.4.3 it was mentioned that the stereoscopic viewing configuration described in this
thesis could be expanded and used for tomographic micro-PIV. An illustration of a so-
lution designed with four simultaneous views is provided in Fig. 7.8. The mirror system
could be manufactured in two or more parts and then be welded together as shown in the
figure.
Top mirror
Pyramid mirror
Bottom view
Top view
Top mirror
Pyramid mirror
Figure 7.8: Suggested design for a mirror system that could be used for tomographic micro-PIV.
Left panel shows the two prisms as seen with the reflecting surfaces placed upwards. Right panel
shows how the prisms are put together.
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Chapter 8
Outlook and conclusion
Outlook
The PhD study that is presented in this thesis, has included research in three main ar-
eas. Suggestions on further improvements, developments and new applications within the
respective projects are provided below.
It will always be possible to increase the capacity and the adaptability of LED illumi-
nation for microfluidic applications, as long as the development within the semiconductor
industry proceeds. With respect to further research projects, there is plenty more to do
within the characterization of micro-PIV in scattered mode. Potentially, there could also
be some application for which this recording mode is found to be especially useful. On
a larger scale, it would be desirable to aim for a more final product (a low cost pulsed
LED illumination system, which is easy to apply and handle). However, this is more of a
task for a private or a commercial initiative than it is apt for institutional research. Fi-
nally, the high repetition rate of LEDs could be utilized for time resolved PIV (TR-PIV)
applications.
With respect to investigations of acoustically actuated microdevices, there are sev-
eral possibilities for further research continuing the work presented in this thesis. First
of all, there are numerous examples of acoustically actuated microdevices, with different
designs and actuation methods, that would be interesting to make subject to our inves-
tigation method. Such investigations would most certainly reveal interesting features of
these specific designs, but also contribute to the understanding of acoustically actuated
microdevices in general. Furthermore, it would be desirable to perform basic research
on the influence and importance of various parameters (both physical and those of the
design) to the emerging resonances. The task could be tackled by fabricating test-devices,
as those examined in this thesis, and trying to vary only one parameter at a time. This
work would be tedious and repetitive, but also rewarding, since such studies are crucial
for the future development of acoustically actuated microdevices, and very little along this
line has been presented to date. Furthermore, it would be intriguing to see how numer-
ical methods could be utilized in the design of acoustic devices. One example is that of
acoustic streaming in the proximity of wedges, where it would be most useful if numerical
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methods could expose how to optimally design an acoustic micromixer utilizing this ef-
fect. Finally, as a suggestion for a smaller research project, the total effect in flow-through
microdevices (such as the acoustic separator) could be mimicked by numerically applying
pressure flow profiles onto stop-flow measurement of the acoustic resonant field. These
combined velocity fields could thereafter be compared with flow-through measurements.
There are several ways in which the stereoscopic realization presented in this paper
can be improved. The primary task would be to engineer a Scheimpflug correction, which
is a clear limitation of the current system. Some suggestions on how to achieve this were
provided in Chap. 7. Furthermore, the alignment, the operation and the accuracy of the
system would gain from the composition of a supporting framework, allowing controlled
positioning of the mirrors, the cameras, the sample and the light sources. The most
awarding work would probably be to attempt a realization of tomographic micro-PIV, for
instance as described in this thesis. Such efforts would benefit from concurrent work on
the analysis side.
Conclusion
This thesis has included examples of investigations and development of the micro-PIV
technique, as well as micro-PIV applied for other research. The three main parts have
been: (1) Micro-PIV with LED illumination, (2) analysis of acoustic resonance phenomena
using micro-PIV and (3) stereoscopic micro-PIV using a novel viewing configuration.
Micro-PIV with LED illumination
This work has demonstrated that LEDs are functional and very affordable illumination
sources for micro-PIV. Micro-PIV with LED illumination is little described in the litera-
ture, and this study has provided the first more thorough description. Several advance-
ments have been made, including the introduction of a novel front-lit LED illumination
configuration, which allows micro-PIV with high magnification objectives and facilitates
the experimental alignment substantially. Micro-PIV with illumination pulse lengths down
to 1 µs has also been demonstrated to be feasible. Finally, the first realization of micro-
PIV with LED illumination in fluorescent mode using standard fluorescent tracer particles
has been provided.
Investigation of acoustic resonance phenomena
This study has demonstrated that full-image micro-PIV analysis in combination with
images of transient particle motion is a suitable way to visualize acoustic effects in mi-
crofluidic chambers under piezo-actuation in the MHz range. By applying tracer particles
of different sizes and properties, both acoustic radiation forces and acoustic streaming
have been measured qualitatively. The experimental results were also compared with, and
supported by, numerical solutions. Several acoustically actuated microdevices have been
examined in this study. The most thorough project was the investigation of an acoustic
separator, where it was found that the forming resonances in the separation channel are
more complex than what has previously been described. The observed standing wave pat-
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terns could be explained by considering that the acoustic eigenmodes in the channel are
dominated by, primarily, a transverse wavelength and a longitudinal wavelength. Other
acoustic phenomena which have been brought to attention in this work are the obser-
vations of acoustic streaming in the proximity of corners and wedges, and different 3D
streaming effects.
Stereoscopic micro-PIV using a novel viewing configuration
A previously not described stereoscopic viewing configuration, utilizing mm-sized mirrors
placed below the microscope’s objective, has been devised and validated experimentally.
The method has shown workable, both in calibration examples and in stereoscopic micro-
PIV measurements in a test-device. One advantage with this kind of setup is that a large
angle between the views can be engineered, which allows a high out-of-plane resolution.
The current prototype still has a number of shortcomings; primarily, the system lacks a
Scheimpflug correction.
Final remarks
I hope that this report has managed to explain the different research projects to the reader,
and that the presented material would prove useful if he, or she, wishes to continue the
development in one of the suggested (or any other) directions.
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Appendix A
LED power supply
The power supplies for the LED system were built by Danchip’s electronics workshop
according to the author’s specifications. A photo of one of the boxes is seen in Fig. A.1.
A sketch of the electrical circuits, drawn by Danchip coworker Henrik Nielsen is provided
in Fig. A.2. This diagram should be useful for anyone wishing to built their own control
box.
IN
TTL 1
IN
TTL 2
OUT
LED
POWER
CABLE
SWITCH
Figure A.1: Photo of the LED power supply. The LED is connected to the output. The box
is built with two TTL inputs, for separate connection of cables for trigger pulse 1 and pulse 2,
respectively. The switch on top of the box is a control for changing between two different power
modes.
106 LED power supply
Figure A.2: Electrical circuit diagram of the power supply. Note that this box was designed with
a switch for changing between two different power modes. Additionally, the box was built with
two TTL inputs to mimic the control of a double cavity laser. Thus, there are ways in which the
circuit diagram (and the box) can be simplified.
Appendix B
Extra acoustic figures
As a reference for future studies, this appendix includes additional micro-PIV measure-
ments of the test-chips that were used in Chap. 4. Fewer image pairs than in [16] were
used for the composition of these images, so all the figures are not of the uttermost qual-
ity. To allow small sized figures, only every second column and row of velocity vectors are
displayed.
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B.1 Circular chamber – 5 µm tracer particles
643 kHz 699 kHz
883 kHz 893 kHz
955 kHz 1.101 MHz
100 µm/s 100 µm/s
100 µm/s 100 µm/s
100 µm/s 100 µm/s
Figure B.1: 643 kHz – 1.101 MHz
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1.169 MHz 1.176 MHz
1.186 MHz 1.195 MHz
1.202 MHz 1.218 MHz
100 µm/s 100 µm/s
100 µm/s 100 µm/s
100 µm/s 100 µm/s
Figure B.2: 1.169 MHz – 1.218 MHz
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1.224 MHz 1.290 MHz
1.496 MHz 1.503 MHz
1.820 MHz 1.878 MHz
100 µm/s 100 µm/s
100 µm/s 100 µm/s
100 µm/s 100 µm/s
Figure B.3: 1.224 MHz – 1.878 MHz
B.1 Circular chamber – 5 µm tracer particles 111
1.959 MHz 2.001 MHz
2.112 MHz 2.115 MHz
2.116 MHz 2.201 MHz
100 µm/s 100 µm/s
100 µm/s 100 µm/s
100 µm/s 100 µm/s
Figure B.4: 1.959 MHz – 2.201 MHz
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2.207 MHz 2.275 MHz
2.293 MHz 2.333 MHz
2.351 MHz 2.373 MHz
100 µm/s 100 µm/s
100 µm/s 100 µm/s
100 µm/s 100 µm/s
Figure B.5: 2.207 MHz – 2.373 MHz
B.1 Circular chamber – 5 µm tracer particles 113
2.395 MHz 2.469 MHz
2.781 MHz
100 µm/s 100 µm/s
100 µm/s
Figure B.6: 2.395 MHz – 2.781 MHz
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B.2 Circular chamber – 1 µm tracer particles
900 kHz 1.230 MHz
1.502 MHz 1.961 MHz
2.124 MHz
100 µm/s 100 µm/s
100 µm/s 100 µm/s
50 µm/s
Figure B.7: 900 kHz – 2.124 MHz
B.3 Square chamber – 5 µm tracer particles 115
B.3 Square chamber – 5 µm tracer particles
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Figure B.8: 614 kHz – 1.790 MHz
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Figure B.9: 1.82 MHz – 2.90 MHz
Appendix C
Cleanroom fabrication processes
In this chapter the cleanroom fabrication processes1 that were used in the PhD study are
presented. In particular, the processes for the acoustic test-devices examined in Chap. 4
and the targets used in Chap. 6 are given.
C.1 Fabrication of acoustic test-devices
The acoustic chips were manufactured using a recipe previously developed by associate
professor Klaus Bo Mogensen and others. The more specific recipe, adapted for the fabri-
cation of the acoustic devices, was compiled primarily by lab-technician Fredrik Eriksson
together with the author. SEM images of one of the devices are supplied in Fig. C.1.
(a) (b)
Figure C.1: SEM images of one of the acoustic test-devices with a square footprint. A top view
of the whole chamber is shown in (a) and a side view for one of the walls is seen in (b).
1NB: the presented processes include instructions and recipes strictly valid only for DTU Danchip’s
cleanroom facilities
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Fabrication process
1. Put a 500 µm thick double side polished silicon wafer for 30 s in HF, dry in the
centrifuge.
2. Spin 9 µm (positive) resist. Use Track 2 in the cleanroom.
3. Let the wafer cool down in the air box for at least 1 h.
4. Exposure back side mask ∼60 s. (EVC aligner)
5. Develop 4 min in (NaOH), then dry.
6. Etch with ASE (advanced silicon etcher), program “DEEPETCH”. Ratio: 7 s pas-
sivation and 8 s etching gives vertical sidewalls. Etch about 300 µm in depth. The
ASE will etch about 4-5 µm/min.
7. Put the wafers in Piranha solution for 10 min.
8. Repeat step 1–5, but with exposure of front side mask. (Use double side alignment
program)
9. Spin 9 µm (positive) resist onto a support wafer, but do not hardbake.
10. Press the two wafers together and hardbake. This procedure is required
in order to etch holes through the main wafer using the ASE.
11. Etch with ASE. Stop etching when the main wafer is etched through.
12. Put the wafers in acetone over night. The resist will dissolve, and the main wafer
can be separated from the support wafer. Discharge support wafer.
13. Put the silicon wafer and a 500 µm pyrex wafer (used as the lid) in Piranha for
10 min in order to make the surfaces hydrophilic. Dry with N2-gun or spinner.
14. Bond wafers with anodic bonder at ∼1000–1100 V and ∼4 mA. Slowly raise the
voltage to 1000 V and let it stay there for about 10 min.
15. Dice out the microchips with the saw.
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C.2 Stereo target plates
The following cleanroom process was used to fabricate the targets that were utilized for
the stereoscopic calibration in Sec. 6.4.2. A photo of the targets is shown in Fig. C.2.
Figure C.2: Example of the targets that were used in the study. Two types of targets were
fabricated. (top) Positive (with dots of photo-resist). (bottom) Negative (with holes in the layer
of photo-resist).
Fabrication process
1. Clean the 500 µm pyrex wafer in the HMDS oven.
2. Spin 9 µm (positive) resist. Use Track 2 in the cleanroom. No long bake.
3. Let the wafer rest for about one hour.
4. Exposure ∼60 s. (EVC aligner)
5. Develop at least 5 min (until resist is gone).
6. Dry wafer in centrifuge.
7. Burn resist for one hour in 238◦C oven.
8. Dice out targets with the saw.
120 Cleanroom fabrication processes
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a b s t r a c t
We demonstrate and investigate multiple localized ultrasonic manipulation functions in series in micro-
fluidic chips. The manipulation functions are based on spatially separated and confined ultrasonic pri-
mary radiation force fields, obtained by local matching of the resonance condition of the microfluidic
channel. The channel segments are remotely actuated by the use of frequency-specific external transduc-
ers with refracting wedges placed on top of the chips. The force field in each channel segment is charac-
terized by the use of micrometer-resolution particle image velocimetry (micro-PIV). The confinement of
the ultrasonic fields during single- or dual-segment actuation, as well as the cross-talk between two adja-
cent fields, is characterized and quantified. Our results show that the field confinement typically scales
with the acoustic wavelength, and that the cross-talk is insignificant between adjacent fields. The goal
is to define design strategies for implementing several spatially separated ultrasonic manipulation func-
tions in series for use in advanced particle or cell handling and processing applications. One such proof-
of-concept application is demonstrated, where flow-through-mode operation of a chip with flow splitting
elements is used for two-dimensional pre-alignment and addressable merging of particle tracks.
 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Ultrasonic standing wave (USW) manipulation technology in
microfluidic chips has recently emerged as a powerful tool for,
e.g., continuous alignment, separation, trapping and aggregation
of micrometer-sized particles or cells [1,2]. We have previously
shown that it is possible to generate independent standing wave
fields in different directions inside a microfluidic channel, where
each field is addressed by a specific external transducer [3]. How-
ever, a remaining problem is that USW manipulation technology
has poor spatial localization in comparison to alternative contact-
less manipulation methods such as dielectrophoresis [4] and opti-
cal tweezers [5]. In the present paper, we demonstrate for the first
time multiple spatially separated and confined ultrasonic force
fields by microchannel design, with the aim of developing more
advanced and complex lab-on-a-chip systems based on USW
technology.
One characteristic of the present USWmanipulation technology
(that differs from the characteristics of dielectrophoresis and opti-
cal tweezers), is the possibility to generate a uniform force field in
the entire fluid channel in a chip. For example, with USW technol-
ogy it is possible to guide a particle or a cell through a microfluidic
chip at constant velocity and without any contact with the channel
walls [3], or to separate particles from a suspension at high flow
rates [2]. On the other hand, dielectrophoresis has been used in
more complex particle or cell processing systems where several
manipulation functions are located at different sites along the fluid
channel [4]. Here, different micro-electrode geometries define dif-
ferent addressable manipulation functions, each with high spatial
accuracy in terms of both localization and confinement of the cor-
responding dielectrophoretic force field. Thus, advanced single-
particle handling and processing systems are realized by combin-
ing several consecutive manipulation functions (such as alignment,
parking, sorting, separation, etc.) and a continuous driving fluid
flow. In comparison to dielectrophoresis, USW technology has a
much lower degree of instrumentation complexity [6], and also
better prospects for gentle and long-term handling of sensitive
cells [7,8]. Therefore, it is of interest to investigate if USW technol-
ogy can be used in advanced particle processing systems based on
combinations of several spatially separated and localized manipu-
lation functions.
To date, several different methods have been suggested for cou-
pling of ultrasound from a transducer into a well-defined standing
wave in a microfluidic chip. The standard approach is based on the
one-dimensional resonator that consists of a stack of plane-parallel
layers: a PZT layer, a coupling layer, a fluid layer and a reflecting
layer [7,9,10], or with the reflecting layer exchanged for another
0041-624X/$ - see front matter  2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.ultras.2008.06.012
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coupling layer and PZT layer [11,12]. However, it has been shown
that in silicon/glass-based microfluidic chips, it is not of critical
importance how the system is excited. For example, one reported
method is based on exciting the channel perpendicularly to the
outgoing wave from an external transducer [2]. An alternative ap-
proach, developed in our lab, is based on oblique coupling via a
refracting wedge on an external transducer for controlled directing
of the incident wave into the fluid channel [6]. Another reported
method is based on bending vibrations of a glass plate in contact
with the fluid channel [13]. However, all these methods typically
result in a standing wave field that extends along the whole fluid
channel. Thus, it is difficult to confine an ultrasonic field in a chip
by wave propagation from an external transducer only.
We note that by integrating the PZT elements in the fluid chan-
nel, localization and confinement of an ultrasonic standing wave
field can be obtained [14–16]. In such devices, the extent of the
ultrasonic field is similar to the size of the PZT element (typically,
0.5–0.8 mm wide square elements designed for operation around
10 MHz). However, the generated standing wave field has a com-
plicated lateral distribution due to strong near-field effects. Fur-
thermore, the experimental arrangement is more complicated
and less flexible than in similar devices using external transducers
(e.g., in Refs. 2,6). Another restriction with channel-integrated PZT
elements is the limited optical access, which excludes trans-illumi-
nation microscopy techniques. Finally, since the PZT element is in
direct contact with the fluid inside the microchannel, the biocom-
patibility may be reduced due to, e.g., heating (cf. Ref. 8).
In the present paper, we demonstrate for the first time spatial
localization, separation and confinement of multiple ultrasonic
standing wave fields in optically transparent microfluidic chips uti-
lizing remote actuation from external transducers. The method is
based on local matching of the channel width to the transducer fre-
quency in chips with non-uniform channel cross-sections. We
present results from two different chip designs; one for investigat-
ing the dependence of the confinement on small differences in
channel width, and one with flow splitting elements designed for
two-dimensional alignment and addressable merging of particle
tracks. The ultrasonic fields are quantified by the use of microme-
ter-resolution particle image velocimetry (micro-PIV) [17] during
actuation of a single channel segment, or of two adjacent channel
segments simultaneously. The results are important for the under-
standing of how ultrasonic resonances are formed in microfluidic
chips, as well as for developing future particle handling systems
with tailor-made, localized and confined ultrasonic resonances by
microchannel design.
2. Theoretical background
As a basic condition for the design process, we assume that an
ultrasonic resonance can be localized and confined through proper
matching of the width and height (relative to the acoustic wave-
length) of a particular channel segment. Furthermore, we assume
that the total three-dimensional resonant field in a chip is a super-
position of one-dimensional and spatially harmonic resonances in
orthogonal directions, and that each such one-dimensional reso-
nance can be remotely excited by an external frequency-specific
transducer. These conditions are the starting point for the theoret-
ical background presented below. However, we are aware that the
conditions are simplifications. In reality, the resonances in a micro-
fluidic chip should be regarded as full three-dimensional fields that
extend not only in the fluid channel but rather in the whole chip
structure. Therefore, the degree of localization and confinement
of the field into a particular part of the fluid channel is a function
of not only the channel geometry, but also the acoustic impedances
and geometries of all supporting layers to the channel structure,
including the whole fluid channel itself [18]. The validity of our
simplified conditions below is further discussed in Section 5.
2.1. Ultrasonic standing wave manipulation
It has long been known that particles in an ultrasonic standing
wave will be subjected to a primary radiation force FPR, which at-
tracts suspended particles to the nodes or antinodes of the stand-
ing wave depending on the acoustic properties of the particles
relative to the surrounding medium [19]. Gor’kov has shown that
the force on a particle of volume V in an arbitrary acoustic field
is given by [20]
FPR ¼ Vr f1
hp2i
2qc

3
2
qf2
hv2i
2
 
ð1Þ
where the brackets denote time-averaging and q and c are the den-
sity and speed of sound in the medium. f1 and f2 are contrast factors
which depend on the speed of sound and the density of the medium
and particle according to
f1 ¼ 1
qc2
qpc
2
p
and f 2 ¼ 2
qp  q
 
2qp þ q
ð2Þ
where the index p indicates ‘‘particle”. In the simple case of a one-
dimensional spatially sinusoidal standing wave in the x direction,
Eq. (1) reduces to [20]
FPRðxÞ ¼
Vp20k
4qc2
f1 þ
3
2
f2
 
sinð2kxÞ ð3Þ
where k is the wavenumber, defined as k = 2p/k where k is the
acoustic wavelength. As mentioned above, a microchip containing
a microchannel is a complex resonator. However, to a first approx-
imation, the forces in such a channel can be obtained by simple
superposition of plane-parallel resonators in perpendicular direc-
tions, each with a force field given by Eq. (3) [21]. This approxima-
tion (i.e., assuming no coupling between the orthogonal fields) is
sufficiently accurate if the superposed fields do not operate at fre-
quencies that are multiples of each other [22].
2.2. Force field quantification by micro-PIV
In the present work, the primary radiation force field FPR is
quantified in two dimensions (x and z, cf. Fig. 1) using the micro-
PIV technique, in which the motion of tracer particles in the form
of velocity vector fields is acquired from consecutive image frames
[17]. FPR is proportional to the bead velocity given that no other
forces or flows are present, and that the time after activating a
transducer is well above the time constant sp for reaching force
equilibrium between FPR and the viscous Stokes drag. The time
constant sp is given by [23]
sp ¼ 2qpr
2
p=9g ð4Þ
where rp is the radius of the particle and g is the viscosity of the li-
quid medium. When representing the relative force fields with
velocity fields, possible sources of error are, e.g., acoustic streaming
[24] and sedimentation by gravity. Acoustic streaming will, through
viscous drag, influence the particles with a force proportional to the
particle radius r. As FPR is proportional to r
3, the streaming will typ-
ically dominate when the particles are small (r  0.5 lm) whereas
FPR will typically dominate when the particles are larger (r  5 lm),
as in our experiments. The time constant ssed for sedimentation a
(vertical) distance h in a fluid channel is given by
ssed ¼
h
vsed
¼
9gh
2ðqp  qÞr
2
pg
ð5Þ
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where vsed is the sedimentation speed and g is the acceleration of
gravity. A typical value of ssed in our microchannels is 1 minute
(for 5-lm-diam. polyamide beads in water, and choosing h as half
the channel height), and is therefore of little importance.
2.3. Combined ultrasonic standing wave manipulation and flow
At the employed flow level (0.1 lL/s) in our flow-through
experiments (cf. Section 4.2), the flow is laminar in the whole
channel structure (e.g., the Reynolds number is 1). This means
that once the force from the ultrasonic field has positioned a par-
ticle in a streamline, it will stay in that streamline until subjected
to an external force. In our experiments, we distinguish between a
streamline (path of a fluid element) and a particle track (path of a
suspended particle).
3. Experimental arrangement
In our experiments, we used two different chip designs (de-
scribed in detail in the next paragraph). Fig. 1a is a photograph
of one of the chips used with mounted transducers and Fig. 1b
illustrates the principles of the oblique coupling method (described
in Refs. [3,6]). Both chips are fabricated from 51.4  22 mm2 glass-
silicon-glass stacks with the microchannel plasma etched into the
silicon layer (GeSim, Germany). The bottom glass plate of both
chips is 200 lm thick, i.e., close to standard microscope coverslip
thickness. This allows investigation of the channel using any kind
of high-resolution optical microscopy, including both trans- and
epi-illumination techniques. The transducers were fabricated by
gluing planar PZT elements (Pz26, Ferroperm, Denmark) to alumi-
num wedges (cf. Fig. 1a) with a cross-section of 5  5 mm2, and
driven at peak-to-peak voltages up to 13 V by separate function
generators operating at different frequencies within the range
1.5–7 MHz. The aluminum wedges were attached to the chip (cf.
Fig. 1a) using a quick-drying and water-soluble adhesive gel (Ten-
sive, Parker Laboratories, USA).
The channel designs in the two investigated chips are schemat-
ically illustrated in Fig. 2. In both designs, the channel height is
110 lm and the widths are specifically designed to spatially con-
fine resonances to a certain part of the channel by matching of
width and frequency as to fulfill the simplified resonance condition
L ¼
m
2
 k ¼
m
2

c
f
ð6Þ
where L is the channel width in the relevant direction, m is a posi-
tive integer, k is the acoustic wavelength in the fluid, c is the speed
of sound in the fluid and f is the acoustic frequency. The first chip
(the ‘‘Step Chip”, cf. Fig. 2a) has a straight channel with three 15-
mm long sections of different width (643 lm, 600 lm and
500 lm). This chip is designed to utilize the fields from four differ-
ent transducers, three of which act to focus particles in the x direc-
tion in each of the segments and one to levitate them in the y
direction against the force of gravity. The second chip (the ‘‘Split
Chip”) has a more complex channel structure including two flow
splitting elements, as illustrated in Fig. 2b. This chip is designed
to use the fields from five different transducers operating at differ-
ent frequencies to excite resonances in different parts of the chip, as
indicated in Fig. 2b. Four of these can perform focusing of the par-
ticles in the x direction, and one is used to levitate the beads in
the y direction. Thus, the operator can choose between merging par-
ticle tracks 1 + 2, tracks 2 + 3 or all tracks (cf. Fig. 2b). This principle
Fig. 1. Photograph (a) and schematic (not to scale) of cross-section (b) of the ‘‘Split
Chip” with mounted transducers. The ruler scale is in millimeter. In (b), the dashed
lines represent wavefronts incident at an angle typical for manipulation in the x
direction.
Fig. 2. Schematics (not to scale) top-view of the two employed chips; the ‘‘Step
Chip” (a) and the ‘‘Split Chip” (b). The horizontal lines in the channels indicate the
pressure node pattern, i.e., the lines to which particles are focused. The thin dashed
lines in (b) mark the boundaries of the spatially confined resonances in each
channel segment. The levitator transducers operating at 7.1 MHz is not shown, but
is placed to the far right in experiments.
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could easily be expanded, and more in- or outlets added, to accom-
modate to the needs of a specific application (cf. Section 5).
Each resonance frequency was identified by tuning the applied
transducer frequency in small steps around the expected frequency
(according to Eq. 6) and observing the particle manipulation re-
sponse in the corresponding channel segment. The operating fre-
quency was then manually selected via the optimal ability to
position particles quickly and uniformly into the nodes. Micro-
PIV measurements were performed at all sites where the channels
change width. To investigate the degree of spatial confinement,
measurements were made with operation of either of the two or
both transducers corresponding to actuation of the channel seg-
ments on each sides of the change in channel width (cf. Section
Fig. 3. Characterization of the primary radiation force field FPR in the ‘‘Step Chip”
(cf. Fig. 2a), measured by micrometer-resolution particle image velocimetry (micro-
PIV). Actuation at 2.62 MHz of the left channel segment (a), at 3.51 MHz of the right
channel segment (b), and at 2.62 and 3.51 MHz of both channel segments
simultaneously (c). White arrows indicate the relative sizes and directions of the
forces immediately after actuation is initialized. Dark regions indicate the bead
pattern after 10 s of actuation. The length of the coordinate arrows in (a)
corresponds to a velocity of 10 lm/s.
Fig. 4. Characterization of the primary radiation force field FPR in the ‘‘Split Chip”
(cf. Fig. 2b), measured by micrometer-resolution particle image velocimetry (micro-
PIV). Actuation at 2.94 MHz of the lower right channel segment (a), at 2.10 MHz of
the left channel segment (b), and at 2.94 and 2.10 MHz of both channel segments
simultaneously (c). White arrows indicate the relative sizes and directions of the
forces immediately after actuation is initialized. Dark regions indicate the bead
pattern after 10 s of actuation. The length of the coordinate arrows in (a)
corresponds to a velocity of 10 lm/s.
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4). We also demonstrate flow-through-mode operation with the
Split Chip operated with up to four independent transducers
simultaneously.
Two different kinds of particles were employed in the experi-
ments;10.4 lm green-fluorescent polystyrene beads (Bangs Labs,
USA) for the flow-through experiments and 5 lm polyamide beads
(Danish Phantom Design, Denmark) for the micro-PIV investiga-
tions. The beads were chosen for their resemblance to cells in both
volume and acoustic properties. The beads were diluted in phos-
phate-buffered saline (PBS), pH 7.4, with 0.05% Tween-20 and
introduced into the system by use of a syringe pump and Teflon
(FEP) tubing.
In the flow-through-mode experiments (cf. Fig. 6), imaging was
performed using an inverted microscope (AxioVert 135 M, Zeiss,
Germany) with a 2.5  /0.075 NA objective and a CCD camera (Axi-
oCam HSc, Zeiss, Germany). In order to visualize both the beads
and the microchannel, epi-flourescence and low-level trans-illumi-
nation were used simultaneously. For the micro-PIV measure-
ments performed without flow (cf. Figs. 3 and 4), image frames
were recorded in pairs with a CCD camera (HiSense MkII, Dantec
Dynamics, Denmark) mounted on an inverted microscope (Axio-
Vert 100, Zeiss, Germany) with a 10  /0.25 NA objective. The sam-
ple was illuminated in back-lit mode by a light emitting diode (K2,
Lumileds, USA) [25]. The velocity vector fields were generated
using essentially the same protocol as described by Hagsäter
et al. [18]. Before each new micro-PIV measurement, the channel
was flushed and re-seeded to give a homogenous starting distribu-
tion of beads.
4. Results
In this section, we report on micro-PIV results when the two
chips (the ‘‘Step Chip” and the ‘‘Split Chip”) are operated without
flow during ultrasonic actuation of one or several channel seg-
ments. The micro-PIV results are analyzed in order to quantify
the spatial separation and confinement of the force fields, and pos-
sible cross-talk between two adjacent channel segments. Further-
more, we demonstrate flow-through operation of the Split Chip,
which is designed for two-dimensional alignment and addressable
merging of particle tracks.
4.1. Micro-PIV measurements
Micro-PIV measurements were made at all sites where the
channels change width, both in the Step Chip and in the Split Chip
(cf. Fig. 2). However, in order to minimize the number of figures we
have chosen to present results from one representative site in each
chip, which is sufficient for the important conclusions. The results
are presented as plots of the velocity vector fields (white arrows)
superimposed with images of beads (dark regions) in the micro-
channels (bright regions) (cf. Figs. 3 and 4). Typically, the vector
field plots are averages of 10–15 data sets. The micro-PIV image
frames were recorded immediately1 after turning on the trans-
Fig. 5. Quantification of the field confinement and cross-talk in the ‘‘Split Chip” (cf.
Fig. 4). The diagrams present the x components (cf. coordinate system in Fig. 4) of
the velocity vectors along 31 z-axes equally spaced in the x direction. (a) Shows the
x component of the sum of the velocity fields acquired when actuating the two
channel segments separately (cf. Fig. 4a and b). (b) Shows the x component of the
velocity field acquired when actuating both channel segments simultaneously (cf.
Fig. 4c).
Fig. 6. Demonstration of addressable merging of particle tracks in the ‘‘Split Chip”.
Panels (a) and (b) show the particle tracks without and with actuation of the upper
left channel segment, respectively. Panel (c) shows merging of the two lower
particle tracks by actuation of the lower left channel segment. The chip site in (a)
and (b) is located at the 2.5-MHz transducer, and the chip site in (c) is located at the
3.0-MHz transducer (cf. Fig. 2b).
1 ‘‘Immediately” means approximately a few tenths of a second after turning on the
transducer(s). This is well above the time constant, s, for reaching equilibrium
between the radiation force and the viscous drag (s 1 ms, cf. Section 2.2), and well
below the time to reach a static bead distribution in the channel (10 s).
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ducer(s), thus representing the initial and transient motion of beads.
In contrast, the bead images were acquired after a few seconds, thus
representing the (near-)steady-state distribution of manipulated
beads. Finally, in order to investigate and compare the radiation
force fields produced by individual transducers, no levitation (in
the y direction) was performed during the micro-PIV measurements.
4.1.1. Micro-PIV measurements in the Step Chip
In Fig. 3, the results are presented from measurements at the
transition region from a 600 lm wide channel (left side) to a
643 lm wide channel (right side) in the Step Chip. In Fig. 3a the
600-lm-wide segment is actuated at 2.62 MHz, in Fig. 3b the
643-lm-wide segment is actuated at 3.51 MHz and in Fig. 3c both
segments are actuated simultaneously at 2.62 and 3.51 MHz,
respectively. Ideally, each force field should be confined to its cor-
responding channel segment (cf. Eq. 6). However, in Fig. 3a we see
that the resonance ‘‘leaks” over to the adjacent channel segment.
Although the forces are larger in the left segment, they are still sig-
nificant in the right segment (i.e., on average a few times smaller to
the right than to the left). Thus, a 7%-change in channel width is
here not enough for fully confining the resonance to the proposed
channel segment. On the other hand, the performance in Fig. 3b is
much better in terms of confinement. Here, the forces in the left
channel segment are insignificant in comparison to the right seg-
ment, and the transition region (defined as the approximately dis-
tance from maximum to insignificant forces in the z direction) is of
the order of k/4. Finally, Fig. 3c shows the results when both chan-
nel segments are actuated simultaneously. Interestingly, we see
here that the ‘‘resonance-leakage” into the right segment originat-
ing from actuation of the left segment (cf. Fig. 3a) is quenched by
the actuation of the right segment. We also note that the vector
field in Fig. 3c is not equal to the sum of the vector fields in
Fig. 3a and b. For example, the periodic variation of the force along
the z direction in the right channel segment in Fig. 3c can not be
derived from the vector fields in Fig. 3a and b.
4.1.2. Micro-PIV measurements in the Split Chip
In Fig. 4, the results from measurements at one site in the Split
Chip are presented. The sub-figures show actuation at 2.94 MHz of
the lower right channel segment (Fig. 4a), actuation at 2.10 MHz of
the left channel segment (Fig. 4b), and actuation at 2.94 MHz and
2.10 MHz of both segments simultaneously (Fig. 4c). Here, we
see almost no ‘‘resonance-leakage” (as seen in Fig. 3a). Instead,
the fields are well-confined and independent, and with a transition
region along the z-axis (cf. Section 4.1.1) of the order of k/2. In
Fig. 4c, we also note the occurrence of areas having velocity fields
of rotational character. Such vortices, produced by acoustic stream-
ing, may influence the particle movement in areas with low radia-
tion forces (e.g., in the transition region between two adjacent
channel segments).
In order to quantify more accurately the degree of spatial con-
finement, we have plotted the lateral velocity components (i.e.,
in the x direction in Fig. 4 where the radiation force is strongest)
at different x-coordinates across the channel width, as a function
of the z-position (i.e., along the channel direction). In Fig. 5a, the
lateral velocities during single-segment actuation are plotted (i.e.,
the x components of the fields shown in both Fig. 4a and b). In
Fig. 5b, the lateral velocities during dual-segment actuation are
plotted (i.e., the x components of the field shown in Fig. 4c). Inter-
estingly, we note that the forces are weaker in the central region
(i.e., 300 lm < z < 600 lm) of the diagram in Fig. 5b, compared
to the corresponding region of the diagram in Fig. 5a. Thus, a mu-
tual force-quenching-effect is present in the transition region be-
tween the two channel segments during dual-segment actuation.
This effect is even more distinct for the Step Chip, where it is di-
rectly visible in Fig. 3. Thus, for both chips, the cross-talk between
two adjacent channel segments actuated simultaneously seems to
have a character of destructive interference and is limited to a re-
gion of typical length k/2.
4.2. Flow-through operation of the Split Chip
In Fig. 6, we demonstrate flow-through-mode operation at
0.1 lL/s of the Split Chip by the use of up to four simultaneously
driven transducers. This chip is designed for two-dimensional
alignment and addressable merging of particle tracks. In contrast
to the micro-PIV experiments (cf. Sections 4.1 and 4.2), the levita-
tor transducer (cf. the uppermost transducer in Fig. 1a) was oper-
ated in all flow-through experiments, resulting in vertical (y
direction) centering of the particles in the whole channel system.
Together with operation of the pre-alignment transducer (cf.
Fig. 2), the result is two-dimensional alignment (i.e., simultaneous
focusing of particles in both the x and y directions), and thus con-
trolled transport of particles in terms of both spatial position and
uniform velocity [3]. In the present proof-of-concept chip design,
all particles are injected through the one and only inlet for easier
fluidic operation. However, depending on the needs from a future
application, splitting of the main channel endpoints in several in-
lets and outlets is straightforward.
Fig. 6a and b shows the effect of actuating the upper left channel
segment in flow-through-mode. In Fig. 6a, only the levitator and
pre-alignment transducers are activated, and all aligned particles
continue in their respective streamline (also in the upper right
un-actuated channel segment). In Fig. 6b, the upper left channel
segment is actuated, resulting in localized merging of the particle
tracks 1 and 2 (cf. denotation in Fig. 2). The images are taken with
a long exposure time, making the particles appear as streaks to bet-
ter visualize their direction of movement. We clearly see that the
particle tracks 1 and 2 merge at a distance longer than the k/2-
distance after which the force in a channel segment was found to
reach its full value (cf. Section 4.1). This is the result of the fluid
flow giving the particles a considerable velocity component in
the z direction relative the radiation-force-induced velocity com-
ponent in the x direction. Fig. 6c shows merging of particle tracks
2 and 3 further down the channel by actuation of the lower left
channel segment (cf. Fig. 2). This experiment was performed with-
out any preceding merging of particle tracks 1 and 2. Finally, all
particle tracks (two or three, depending on whether any of the
above merging steps is performed) can be merged by actuation
of the final channel segment (cf. Fig. 2).
5. Discussion and conclusions
In this section, we will consider channel design strategies for
implementing several localized manipulation functions in series
along a microchannel by the use of ultrasonic standing wave
(USW) technology in a microfluidic chip. Ideally, each manipula-
tion function should be represented by a localized and spatially
confined force field that can be independently addressed by a fre-
quency-specific external transducer. Furthermore, the overlap or
cross-talk between the force fields of two adjacent manipulation
functions should be minimized. Below we outline design criteria
for advanced particle handling and processing chips based on our
experimental observations.
When actuating a single-channel segment in both the Step Chip
and the Split Chip, we may conclude that each primary radiation
force field FPR is localized to its corresponding segment (cf. Figs.
3 and 4). At the beginning and the end of each segment, there is
an intermediate area of force field gradient (from insignificant to
full value of the forces) with typical length k/4 – k/2 (where k is
the acoustic wavelength in the fluid). However, one exception to
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this degree of confinement is seen in Fig. 3a, where the force field
gradient in the z direction outside the actuated channel segment is
very small. The result is a resonance that ‘‘leaks” out into the rest of
the fluid channel. We believe that one reason for this poor confine-
ment could be bad matching between the transducer resonance
and the channel resonance. As a comparison, for a conventionally
designed one-dimensional layered resonator (where the trans-
ducer is an active part of the resonator), the forces are typically
halved if the driving frequency is changed with only 0.5% from a
resonance peak [26]. In Fig. 3, the change in channel width corre-
sponds to a change in resonance frequency of 7%. Thus, given a
similar performance in our chip as in Ref. [26], we would not ex-
pect any forces of significance outside the actuated channel seg-
ment. On the other hand, if the channel segments are considered
separately it is also possible that the wider channel segment in
Fig. 3a is wide enough to be close to another resonance peak than
the peak in the thinner segment. For example, when tuning the
actuation frequency for a certain channel segment there are typi-
cally several resonance frequencies separated with similar (rela-
tive) steps as the relative change in channel width in Fig. 3. Thus,
we believe that similar resonances would be found if we could
‘‘tune” the channel segment width at a fixed frequency (cf. e.g.,
Ref. [27]). One simple design strategy to avoid resonance leakage
is to employ much larger steps in channel width, as demonstrated
in the Split Chip.
When two adjacent channel segments are actuated simulta-
neously by the use of two transducers operating at different fre-
quencies, we conclude that no cross-talk of significance (for the
performance of each manipulation function) occurs in neither of
the two chips. Typically, there is a near-force-free transition region
between the manipulation functions of length k/4 in the Step
Chip (cf. Fig. 3c), and k/2 in the Split Chip (cf. Figs. 4c and 5).
The reason for the longer transition region in the Split Chip is
due to the gradually (and not stepwise) increasing channel width
in that chip. However, it is important to note that the sum of the
force fields during single-segment actuation is not equal the force
field during dual-segment actuation. Minor field coupling effects
are visible in Figs. 3 and 4, e.g., periodic force variations in the z
direction (along the channel), acoustic-streaming-induced vortices
in low-force regions, and mutual quenching of ‘‘leaky” resonances
in the intermediate area between the segments. Neither of these
effects causes any reduction in performance of significance of a
particle handling/processing chip based on several spatially sepa-
rated manipulation functions (as demonstrated in e.g., Fig. 6).
Finally, it should be noted that the radiation forces are not con-
stant throughout the segment (i.e., along the z-axis) to which it is
confined. There will be periodically recurring areas where the
focusing component of the force is very weak, or indeed is almost
equal to zero. Actually, this is a general effect that is visible during
both single- and multi-segment actuation. The reason is that we do
not solely have a simple standing wave in the channel, but rather a
three-dimensional resonance which exists in the whole chip struc-
ture, including all supporting layers to the fluid channel (such as
the silicon layer, the glass layers, the external transducers, and
even the microscope chip holder). While it is possible to design
the system so that the force field is considerably confined, the rest
of the chip will still influence the actual shape of the confined field.
Finite-element simulations on our chips (data not shown) using
the method described in Ref. [18] predict the existence of such
areas, which are confirmed in our experiments (cf. e.g., Fig. 3c)
but also in other reports (see e.g., Refs. 18,22,28). The influence
of the entire chip (in terms of material choices and geometry) on
the resonance shape is the underlying reason for this phenomenon.
For example, a simple and straight half-wavelength channel does
not focus particles into a straight line, but rather into slightly
curved lines and at some places not at all under static (no-flow)
conditions. However, this effect is often not visible in flow-through
applications for several reasons. Firstly, the laminar flow profile
will cause a particle to simply follow its streamline through areas
where the forces are low. Secondly, any effect on the bead move-
ment due to the force asymmetry around curved nodes is typically
cancelled out in flow-through-mode. In our suggested flow-
through application (cf. Section 4.2), these effects will be of little
or no importance for the performance of the chip. However, for a
chip designed for no or very low flow, or designed for retention
of particles in a flow, the effects must be considered as a part of
the design process.
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Appendix E
Stereo holder
The different holders for the mirrors that were used in the stereoscopic micro-PIV project
were manufactured by Stig Ahrent Petersen at Danchip’s mechanical workshop according
to the author’s specifications. Fig. E.1 shows a CAD drawing of the holder that was used
in the second stereoscopic viewing configuration. The manufacturing of the device was
also done by Stig Ahrent Petersen.
Figure E.1: CAD drawing of the prism holder that was used in the second stereoscopic viewing
configuration. The substrate material was aluminium. Dimensions are in mm.
132 Stereo holder
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